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Wallace Mair says he still 
remembers the ‘joy of fresh air’ 
a� er being quarantined for a 
fortnight in Australia follow-
ing a trip home to Tarbert.

� at was a� er it took four 
weeks to � nd a � ight back 
down under.

Wallace, who emigrated to 
Canberra four years ago, came 
home when his father, Walter 
Wallace Mair, died on March 
18.

� e UK was ‘locked down’ on 
March 23 at the beginning of 
the coronavirus outbreak and 
his � ight back to Australia was 
cancelled.

It took him four weeks to 
� nd a � ight back, with Wallace 
� nally leaving Scotland on 
April 19.

Wallace said: ‘I arrived at 

Bel Hawson created quite a stir in Ardrishaig as she 
donned her granny’s dress and raided her retro box in 
honour of VE day on Friday May 8.

Bel said she ‘wanted to do something to make people 
smile’ and certainly turned plenty of heads as she cycled 
through the village on her vintage bike.

More on events to commemorate the 75th anniversary 
of VE Day on pages 10 and 11.

Six-week ordeal 
after Tarbert trip 
for dad’s farewell

Glasgow airport and couldn’t 
believe I was the only one 
there. 

‘I � ew onto London 
Heathrow and same again – 
hardly anyone there.’

A� er an uncomfortable over-
night stay on a Doha airport 
bench, he reached Sydney 62 
hours a� er leaving Glasgow.

‘I was met with the sight of 
personnel wearing PPE as soon 
as we landed,’ said Wallace, 
‘which was a sobering sight as 
they got about preparing us for 
isolation.’

Finally reaching his hotel 
room, he was not allowed out 
for 14 days, eventually being 
‘released’ on Monday May 5.

� e room, says Wallace, at 
least had a window, and that 
became ‘a kinda thing’. He 
joked: ‘I even wrote a song 
about it.’

An accomplished musician, 
he was delighted when his 

guitar was sent to him and in 
Sydney isolation he tried to 
stay focused with exercise and 
writing songs.

And he thanked his Facebook 

friends for their support along 
the way. Wallace explained: 
‘When my wife Yvonne picked 
me up at midnight on May 5, 
the joy of fresh air was amaz-
ing in the Sydney night.’

A� er returning to Canberra 
the next day, Wallace says it 
felt ‘surreal’.

It was back to reality and 
work in construction on 
Monday May 11.

But he looks back with grat-
itude as he thinks of his dad, 
with whom he sang since the 
age of 14.

Said Wallace: ‘It’s been tough, 
but I’m blessed to have had 
such a friend in my dad and 
he’s with me every time I sing.’

Wallace will soon be per-
forming on Country Rocks TV 
and, coronavirus permitting, 
at festivals in Australia.

He is also recording a new 
album, with his dad beside 
him every step of the way.

A young Wallace performing 
with his dad. 

by Colin Cameron
editor@argyllshireadvertiser.co.uk

Bel turns heads in village 
with vintage appearance
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Three warned for 
drug possession
A 21-year-old man was 
stopped and searched by 
police at 10.30pm on Monday 
May 4 in Bridgend, near 
Lochgilphead, and found in 
possession of cannabis.

He was charged and issued 
with a recordable police 
warning.

Another recordable police 
warning was issued to a 
41-year-old man after being 
stopped and searched by 
police on the A83 in Inveraray. 
On being searched around 
5pm on Wednesday May 6, 
he was found in possession of 
cannabis.

A 69-year-old woman was 
stopped and searched in 
Campbeltown Road, Tarbert, 
by police at 4.30pm on Friday 
May 8. 

She was found in possession 
of cannabis and issued with a 
recordable police warning.

Groups helping Argyll and 
Bute communities through the 
coronavirus crisis have been 
awarded more than £440,000 
from a Scottish Government 
fund.

Across Scotland, £40 million 
will be available through the 
Supporting Communities 
Fund as part of government 
investment announced on 
March 18 in light of the coro-
navirus pandemic.

An initial £10 million has 
been released, including £2.68 
million for community anchor 
organisations across the 
highlands and islands being 
distributed through Highlands 
and Islands Enterprise (HIE).

In Argyll and Bute, 22 
community groups have been 
handed a total of £442,483, 
with two island organisations 
- South Islay Development and 
Mull and Iona Community 
Trust - each receiving £50,000.

Craignish Community 
Council will get £24,875; 
Dalavich Development 

Coronavirus has seen o�  
another � xture in the Mid 
Argyll summer calendar.

Ardrishaig Flower Show 
committee this week decided 
to cancel the 2020 event – 
scheduled for Friday August 
21 – due to the current 
situation with COVID-19.

The committee asks all 2019 
trophy winners to retain their 
cups and return them before 
the show in August 2021, 
when they look forward to 
seeing everyone.

POLICE FILES

Group £5,009; Isle of Gigha 
Development Trust £11,000; 
Isle of Jura Development 
Trust £3,320; North Knapdale 
Community Council £6,850  
and Tarbert and Skipness 
Community Trust £23,607.

� e award to Tarbert and 
Skipness Community Trust 
(TSCT) will support the most 
vulnerable members of the 
community through Team 
Tarbert, the volunteer group 
set up at the start of lockdown 
to help people who were 
shielding, self-isolating or 
needed extra assistance.

Team Tarbert has faced 
pressure on its resources 
as lockdown continues and 
the money will be spent on 
volunteer expenses, PPE for 
volunteers, insurance, mobile 
phones and the establishment 
of a hardship fund.

TSCT chairwoman Sheila 
Campbell welcomed the fund-
ing. ‘We are delighted,’ she 
said. ‘For the past few weeks, 
TSCT and Team Tarbert have 
been supporting people in 
our communities with help 
from Airigh, Cour and RES 

Freasdail windfarms among 
others, and this grant will al-
low us to continue this support 
for some time to come.’

Team Tarbert co-ordinator 
Fiona McTaggart responded: 
‘We are extremely thankful 
to receive these funds and the 
ongoing support from TSCT. 
� is will give everyone we are 
helping peace of mind that 
we can continue to provide 
support. We are also grateful 
to work with Tarbert Academy, 
Councillor Anne Horn and the 
wider community to take care 
of those who need us most 
during this time. � e amount 
of support we’ve received from 
so many individuals and busi-
nesses has been phenomenal. 
� at, together with our army 
of volunteers and wonderful 
community, is what makes 
Team Tarbert work.’

‘HIE is distributing the 
Supporting Communities 
Fund on behalf of the Scottish 
Government,’ added Kirsten 
Logue, HIE development man-
ager, ‘which will help anchor 
groups co-ordinate and deliver 
their response.’

S U B S C R I B E
www.argyllshireadvertiser.co.uk

by Colin Cameron
editor@argyllshireadvertiser.co.uk

Aid groups land 
vital cash boost

Growers will have to wait 
to display their fantastic 
produce. 51_a34ArdFlowerShow09

Ardrishaig 
Flower Show 
cancelled

Argyll and Bute organisations welcome funding 

Stay safe: Check weather conditions and 
hours of daylight before you go

In an emergency, dial 999 and
ask for the Coastguard

Davaar Island 
Safe Walking Times

Stay safe: Check weather conditions and 

Morning Safe Walking TimesSafe Walking Times Afternoon Safe Walking TimesSafe Walking Times

Low Tide From Til Low Tide From Til

Fri, 1 May 2020 12:09 09:09 14:39

Sat, 2 May 2020 13:26 10:26 15:56

Sun, 3 May 2020 14:39 11:39 17:09

Mon, 4 May 2020 15:39 12:39 18:09

Tue, 5 May 2020 16:29 13:29 18:59

Wed, 6 May 2020 17:15 14:15 19:45

Thu, 7 May 2020 05:46 02:46 08:16 17:59 14:59 20:29

Fri, 8 May 2020 06:29 03:29 08:59 18:43 15:43 21:13

Sat, 9 May 2020 07:13 04:13 09:43 19:27 16:27 21:57

Sun, 10 May 2020 07:57 04:57 10:27 20:13 17:13 22:43

Mon, 11 May 2020 08:43 05:43 11:13

Tue, 12 May 2020 09:33 06:33 12:03

Wed, 13 May 2020 10:31 07:31 13:01

Thu, 14 May 2020 11:41 08:41 14:11

Fri, 15 May 2020 12:56 09:56 15:26

Sat, 16 May 2020 14:02 11:02 16:32

Sun, 17 May 2020 14:57 11:57 17:27

Mon, 18 May 2020 15:45 12:45 18:15

Tue, 19 May 2020 16:27 13:27 18:57

Wed, 20 May 2020 17:04 14:04 19:34

Thu, 21 May 2020 17:38 14:38 20:08

Fri, 22 May 2020 05:52 02:52 08:22 18:09 15:09 20:39

Sat, 23 May 2020 06:22 03:22 08:52 18:41 15:41 21:11

Sun, 24 May 2020 06:53 03:53 09:23 19:16 16:16 21:46

Mon, 25 May 2020 07:30 04:30 10:00 19:56 16:56 22:26

Tue, 26 May 2020 08:11 05:11 10:41 20:42 17:42 23:12

Wed, 27 May 2020 08:57 05:57 11:27

Thu, 28 May 2020 09:49 06:49 12:19

Fri, 29 May 2020 10:48 07:48 13:18

Sat, 30 May 2020 11:53 08:53 14:23

Sun, 31 May 2020 13:03 10:03 15:33
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� e future of Mid Argyll’s 
much-loved Auchindrain mu-
seum could be in doubt with-
out urgent � nancial support.

Auchindrain Trust is a mem-
ber of Industrial Museums 
Scotland (IMS), a partnership 
of museums holding almost 
a quarter of Scotland’s recog-
nised collections. � e trust 
has called for an urgent cash 
injection if closures and re-
dundancies across Scotland’s 
independent museums are to 
be avoided.

Independent museums like 

A woman from Minard has 
been le�  disappointed a� er a 
supermarket failed to deliver 
on its promise to deliver a spe-
cial lockdown food package.

On its website, Aldi says of 
its food parcel: ‘We’ll deliver 
it straight to your door with 
full contactless delivery for 

Plans to site 14 accommo-
dation cabins for the next 
two years in the village of 
Furnace have drawn a � urry 
of objections from residents.

The planning application 
was submitted to Argyll 
and Bute Council by civil 
engineering � rm Balfour 
Beatty, with the aim of 
housing workers on an 
ongoing project to upgrade 
the electricity line between 
Inveraray and Crossaig in 
north Kintyre.

The contractor and its 
employer on the project, 
Scottish and Southern Elec-
tricity Networks (SSEN), have 
been in the spotlight since 
the coronavirus outbreak, 
with workers travelling 
to homes across the UK 
between shifts and mixing 
with the Mid Argyll public 
when they come back.

The companies insist 
precautions have been taken 
and procedures tightened up.

This latest move has 
sparked further criticism. By 
Wednesday this week, 13 
formal letters of objection to 
the Furnace camp plans had 
been submitted to the local 
authority.

Auchindrain operate on a � -
nancial knife-edge with limit-
ed reserves. � ey are charities 
and the vast majority do not 
get any income from local or 
national government.

Since closing during the 
COVID-19 lockdown, most in-
dependent museums have seen 
their reserves rapidly depleted 
with half of them anticipating 
a crisis before the end of the 
summer. 

While Auchindrain receives 
� nancial support from Historic 
Environment Scotland, the 

amount it receives takes into 
account money generated 
from visitors and education 
programmes between April 
and October. � is year the mu-
seum will earn just a fraction 
of this income, putting it in a 
di�  cult position.

Auchindrain is likely to 
remain closed during the vital 
summer months. If the muse-
um survives to the start of the 
2021 season next April, it will 
be with a drastically reduced 
income for the year and it is 
likely to struggle until the 

2022/23 � nancial year, putting 
an important part of Argyll 
and Scotland's heritage at risk.

Alison Hay, chairwoman 
of Auchindrain Trust, said: 
‘Auchindrain is recognised as 
being of national signi� cance 
by the Scottish Government. 
It survived the Highland clear-
ances and now, as a museum, it 
faces one of the biggest threats 
in its history.

‘Additional funding and 
support are essential to secure 
the future of this unique place.’

IMS chairman David Mann 

added: ‘While we are grateful 
for emergency grant funding 
from Museums Galleries 
Scotland and the National 
Lottery Heritage Fund, sup-
port for the cultural sector is 
only at present designed for the 
short-term.

‘Our growing concern is 
this additional support for 
the independent museum 
sector will come too late, a� er 
some members have closed 
permanently, sta�  have been 
made redundant and charities 
wound up.’

Controversy over 
Furnace camp plan Auchindrain under threat

A lifeline parcel – unless you live in Minard
by Colin Cameron
editor@argyllshireadvertiser.co.uk

self-isolators.’ As an asthma 
su� erer self-isolating, Tracey 
Ferguson thought this was a 
great idea to take the pressure 
o�  she and her partner, a key 
worker in forestry doing 12-
hour shi� s.

Tracey placed the online 
order on Friday April 17 for the 
£24.99 box. It was supposed 
to be delivered by April 22, 
but didn’t turn up so Tracey 
checked the courier website, 

which advised it was unable 
to deliver the package, adding 
‘You must take action’.

Tracey repeatedly tried to 
contact Aldi customer services 
by phone and email. She was 
eventually told her money 
would not be refunded until 
the package was returned by 
the courier. Tracey told them 
the courier hadn’t tried to 
deliver in the � rst place.

Shortly a� er the Argyllshire 

Advertiser contacted Aldi for 
comment on May 8, Tracey 
received a full refund, a £20 
online voucher as a ‘goodwill 
gesture’ and an apology.

An Aldi spokesperson said: 
‘We apologise that the service 
Ms Ferguson received fell short 
of our usual high standards.

‘We have spoken to her to 
organise a full refund and will 
raise this with our delivery 
partner.’ Tracey Ferguson.

IF IT’S URGENT,
IT’S URGENT 

GP surgeries and hospitals are still here for you.

If you have an urgent, non-coronavirus health concern, please don’t wait. 
Promptly seek help for emergencies, present possible cancer signs and 

attend immunisation appointments.

Call your GP surgery or 111 out of hours. For emergencies phone 999.
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� is week our regular artistic 
contributor Ann � omas from 
Tarbert considers a potential 
a� er-e� ect of lockdown. � e 
starvation of the Highland 
Midge due to a lack of human 
blood.

As nice as the prospect 
might be, we think Ann might 
be erring on the hopeful side.

Mind you, perhaps we 
should be putting about the 
opposite. Anyone encouraged 

to come north by Boris 
Johnson’s somewhat confused 
messages should be told a 
midgie plague of biblical 
proportions is almost certain. 
For their own safety they 
should stay at home.

In saying that, a biblical 
plague is an annual occur-
rence anyway and by the time 
this edition comes out you 
probably won’t be able to read 
it for midges covering your 
eyes while colonising your 
ears and feasting on any other 
area of exposed � esh.

� ese policitians are missing 
a trick. All they need is the 
Highland Midge.

If ever there was an incentive 
for staying indoors.

A smidge 
optimistic, 
maybe?

S U B S C R I B E
www.argyllshireadvertiser.co.uk/subscriptions
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Cabinet Secretary for Finance 
Kate Forbes, MSP for Skye, 
Lochaber and Badenoch, and 
Michael Russell, MSP for 
Argyll and Bute, have issued 
a joint message following the 
confusion caused on Sunday 
by the new UK Government 
coronavirus slogan and chang-
es to lockdown.

�e ministers are worried 
these factors and good weather 
in recent weeks could encour-
age some people to venture 
into the Scottish countryside 
and attempt to visit some of 
the islands.

Kate Forbes said: 
Communities throughout our 
constituencies - which cover 
a huge part of Scotland and 
almost 30 inhabited islands 
- are telling us they want the 
lockdown to continue, and to 
be �rmly enforced, so lives can 
be saved. Many are concerned 
the new UK Government mes-
sage is confusing and worried 
people will feel they are now 
free to visit the wonderful 
Highlands and Islands of 
Scotland, which look their best 
in the current sunny weather.

‘While tourism is the 
lifeblood of our areas, it is 
absolutely vital the Scottish 
regulations are observed and 
that means people are not free 
to visit at present. �ey cannot 
and must not seek out beauty 
spots or favourite places 
distant from their homes, go 
for prolonged drives by car or 
motorbike even if they don’t 
stop anywhere, nor can they 
stay in tents or use motor 
homes. �e iconic sites across 
my constituency are all still 
going to be there at the end of 
lockdown.

‘If the rules are �outed, not 
only will that put lives in our 
constituencies at risk, it will 
also set back any hope of slow-
ly easing the lockdown and 
bringing some new normality 
into our everyday activities. 
�ose who defy the law are 
also likely to be stopped by 
the police who are increasing 
their vigilance and can expect 
not just an on the spot �ne, but 
also to be turned round and 
sent back home.’

Michael Russell MSP added: 
‘I know everyone is keen to 
see progress made and the 
lockdown eased. But if we get 
this process wrong we run the 
risk not just of even longer in 
strict lockdown but also over-
whelming our health service 

MSPs insist Scottish 
rules are adhered to

which up until now has been 
able to cope with the increased 
pressures. �at would put 
every one of us in danger.

‘�ere are some essential 
national infrastructure works 
that have to go on but even 
these are subject to strict con-
trols. All other work that is not 
prohibited in regulations can 
only take place if social dis-
tancing and rigorous hygiene 
is observed at all times and it is 
subject to inspection by coun-
cils and the Health and Safety 
Executive. Companies can be 
�ned or closed for breaking 
these laws.

‘Kate and I are as keen as 
everyone else to see an end to 
this di�cult time but we will 
only get to that point if we do 
the right thing now.

‘�e right thing for our 
constituents is to stay at home. 
And the right thing for those 
who might want to come and 
visit our area is to accept they 
cannot do so at present and 
that they must observe - to the 
letter - the lock down regula-
tions passed by the Scottish 
Parliament.

‘Kate mentioned the iconic 
sites in her constituency – let 
me mention mine too.  I hope 
it will not be too long until 
people are able to come ‘doon 
the watter’ to Dunoon and 
Rothesay, to stand in the view 
point above the Kyles of Bute, to 
take a ferry across Loch Fyne, 
to stroll along the main street 
in Oban or Campbeltown and 
to experience the hospitality 
and special beauty of Mull, 
Islay, Iona, Tiree and a host of 
other islands. But that time is 
not now. �ere can be no ifs, 
no buts and no excuses. Please 
stay at home, protect the NHS 
and save lives. And go on doing 
that until the regulations in 
Scotland are eased, no matter 
what others are doing.’

Michael Russell.

Kate Forbes.

By staying at home, 
you’re saving lives. 
Let’s not undo it now.
To protect ourselves and our NHS the advice in 
Scotland is staying very much the same. This is 
because the evidence is telling us it’s too early 
to make significant changes. 

So the only change to the advice in Scotland is 
that you can now go outside to exercise, near your 
home, more than once a day. You should continue 
to stay two metres apart from others outside your 
household and wash your hands when you get home. 
You’re doing a fantastic job of following the advice. 

Let’s not undo it now. 

gov.scot/coronavirus
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�e children who would be at-
tending Badden Farm Nursery 
were it not for coronavirus 
have been keeping active and 
having fun in lockdown.

Some have been creating 
rainbows to show support 
for the NHS, others have 
been enjoying nature walks. 

Easter Bunny fun for Trixie. 

Edith, Maggie and Rafe enjoy the beach on their doorstep. 

Maggie and her family making fantastic 
BIG HUGS to send to their grandparents. 

Rafe bird watching from his house. 

Callum, looking very relaxed on Mags. 

Callum with his gorgeous pal Bracken. 

Busy bees of Badden Farm 
Nursery children keep      
active and have        
fun during lockdown

�en there’s the garden jobs, 
helping on the family farm 
and �nding lovely things in 
the world around us.

Thank you
A huge thank you to all the 

parents and children on behalf 
of the nursery for sending in 
dozens of wonderful photos.



The news you can trust
There are so many sources 
of news and information 
about coronavirus, but 
which ones should you 
trust to help you stay safe, 
protect the NHS and save 
lives?
Coronavirus fraud and 
misinformation are 
barriers to the nation 
continuing the progress it 

has made toward coming 
to terms with, and beating, 
the virus.
We take a look at how 
you can protect yourself, 
your friends and your 
family from being tricked 
into believing news and 
information that is not true, 
or becoming a victim of 
fraud.

THE VAST majority of the people 
across the UK have taken the official 
advice to stay at home, protect the 
NHS and save lives.

People are hungry for accurate 
information about how to protect 
themselves, but following the official 
advice and ignoring the swirling 
mass of uninformed conjecture, 
opinion and speculation is not always 
easy.

However, there are ways to identify 
who to trust, and who to ignore.

Similarly, there are ways to 
identify the small but persistent 
group of unscrupulous individuals 
who have decided that they want 
to use the pandemic to try to make 
financial gain through fraud.

There have been a lot of examples 
of false information and a�empts at 
fraud.

For example, holding your 
breath for 10 seconds is not a test 
for coronavirus, gargling water for 
15 seconds is not a cure and phone 
masts cannot cause coronavirus.

There have also been comments 
and suggestions from people 
claiming to be medical experts who 
are simply not.

Fraudsters will use any 
opportunity - including the current 

pandemic - to try to trick people out 
of their money.

There have been examples of fake 
texts claiming to be sent from the 
Government alerting people they 
have received a fine for breaking 
social distancing rules. Some people 
and even businesses have been 

tricked into paying for protective 
face masks and hand sanitizers from 
companies that don’t exist

There have also been messages 
from criminals sending messages to 
trick people into thinking they are 
ge�ing genuine offers of financial 
support from the government.

At the same time hackers are 
stepping up a�empts to access 
people’s networks and steal their log 
in details and passwords.

However, if you take sensible 
precautions, you can quickly spot 
signs of fraud and identify the facts 
from the fiction.

Sharing the right information 
could save lives. TRUSTED SOURCE:  Journalists provide accurate information.

Journalists are 
trained to ask 
right questions

Regional newspapers such as 
this one employ fully qualified 
journalists who are trained to 
ask the right questions and share 
accurate information in a simple 
and understandable way.

They are at the forefront of 
providing trusted news and 
helping you stay safe.

The best source of trusted 
local news from, and about, 
your community is through this 
newspaper and its website.

You can find all the local 
coronavirus news, updates and 
information on the website and 
via the newspaper’s social media 
channels.

How you can spot false information

FALSE FACTS:  Check the facts about 
coronavirus on official websites.

WHEN IT, is shared, false information can 
take on a life of its own and have some serious 
consequences.

It can lead to health scares, false accusations 
and potentially damaging hoax stories. 
Recently there has been a lot of this kind of 
false information about coronavirus.

It’s not always easy to spot, so use this 
checklist to cut through the cha�er.

SOURCE
Rely on official sources for medical and 
safety information. Check the facts about 
coronavirus on official websites.

HEADLINE
Headlines don’t always tell the full story. 
Always read to the end before you share 
articles about coronavirus.

ANALYSE
Analyse the facts. If something sounds 
unbelievable, it very well might be. 
Independent fact-checking services 
are correcting false information about 
coronavirus every day.

RETOUCHED
Watch out for misleading pictures and videos 
in stories about coronavirus. They might be 
edited, or show an unrelated place or event.

ERRORS
Look out for mistakes. Errors might mean the 
information is false. Official guidance about 
coronavirus will have been carefully checked.

You can visit the following websites for verified, 
trusted sources of information that will help you 
stay safe.

Visit the NHS website at www.nhs.uk/
You can also get information via the Public 

Health England website at www.gov.uk/
government/organisations/public-health-england

 For other information regarding the 
coronavirus restrictions on travel and much 
more, visit the Government website at www.gov.
uk/coronavirus

VERIFIED SOURCES

Be careful what you share, 
because things are not always 
what they seem online.

Protect yourself and your 
family from misinformation 
and fraud by taking care when 
online, and use the website 
sharechecklist.gov.uk

The Government has a checklist to help people protect 
themselves from cyber fraud:

Take a breath - a moment - before you part with 
money or personal information. It sounds simple, but 
this alone could end up preventing fraud from taking 
place.

Ensure you are using the latest software, apps and 
operating systems on your phones, tablets and laptops 
and update them regularly.

And if you get an unexpected or suspicious email or 
text message, don’t click on the a�achment or message.

Don’t be afraid to challenge messages and 
messengers. It’s okay to refuse or ignore requests 
for your money or details if you are suspicious - only 
criminals will try to rush or panic you.

The police and banks will never ask you to withdraw 
money or transfer it to a different account. Neither will 
they ask you to reveal your full banking password or PIN.

You can check that requests are genuine by 
using a known number or email address to contact 
organisations directly. And if you think you have fallen 
victim to a scam, then contact your bank immediately 
and report it to Action Fraud.

You can report suspicious texts by forwarding the 
original message to 7726, which spells SPAM on your 
keypad.

SHARE CAUTIONChecklist to help 
fight cyber fraud

PRODUCED IN ASSOCIATION WITH THE UK GOVERNMENT       

Stay safe , stay better informed.

Stay safe,
stay better
informed.

Sharing the right information can save lives.
But sharing ill-founded stories won’t.

You can help by only using and sharing 
trusted and accountable sources.
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Having a birthday during the lockdown is strange, to say 
the least. While government guidelines on minimising 
social contact are in place, sadly we can't enjoy a birthday 
celebration with friends and family. You can, though, have 
your birthday celebrated in the Argyllshire Advertiser.

Tarbert boy Calum Donald McMillan turned one on April 24. 
Calum had a brilliant cake smash in his big papa’s garden for 
his birthday.

Harris Gallagher turned eight on Wednesday May 6. 
His friends came to wish him happy birthday – socially 
distanced, of course – in Lochgilphead. The �rst family 
barbecue of the year made his day extra special. Left to 
right: Rebekah, Alyce, William, Harris and Innis. 

Jenna MacKay from Tarbert requested a mention for some 
family birthdays. Her mum Gail Macdonald, a key worker 
in Tarbert Pharmacy, turned 50 on Monday May 11. On 
Saturday May 23 Jenna’s gran Netta Robertson will turn 80, 
while Gail’s husband Alistair Macdonald will be 49 on the 
same day. Jenna said: ‘As we can’t do anything special for 
them, it would be nice to share it. Happy birthday from all 
the family.’

Happy lockdown birthday to you
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It will be Niall Somerville’s �rst birthday on May 16 and this 
photograph is sent with love from mummy, daddy, Oran and 
Rory in Lochgilphead. 

Right: Alanna Ferguson 
from Lochgilphead cele-
brated her �rst birthday in 
lockdown on April 5 along 
with mum, dad and big 
brother Lewis, aged �ve. 
Alanna enjoyed some of 
her unicorn birthday cake 
and got dressed up in her 
pretty birthday dress for 
some photographs and 
enjoyed the rest of her day 
practicing walking and 
playing with her new toys. 

Randolph Scott from Kilmichael Glassary celebrated a 
special birthday in lockdown on Wednesday May 13 when 
he turned 70 years. 

Happy lockdown birthday to you
z Send us a photograph 
of your family member or 
friend enjoying their special 
day and we will publish 
it and wish them a happy 
birthday.

Remember to include their 
full name, age, where they 
are from and a bit about 
what you did to make the 
day at home special.

Send your photographs to 
editor@argyllshireadvertis-
er.co.uk

Join Scotland’s 
new team and help 
beat coronavirus.

We have a number of roles in our newly established Contact & 
Trace Team. We are looking for people with a wide range of skills, 
strengths and talents to help us in the fi ght against coronavirus. 
Lives are at risk and time is of the essence, and that’s why we 
need you to register your interest before 22nd May. To fi nd out 
more about the roles, the competitive NHS pay and benefi ts, visit 
careers.nhs.scot/coronavirus-covid-19-recruitment
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Coronavirus restrictions 
meant street parties could 
not be held, but many 
people safely celebrated 
the 75th anniversary of VE 
Day in a socially-distanced 
way.

As the anniversary fell 
on Friday May 8, there 
were quiet moments of 
respectful remembrance, 
too, across Mid Argyll and 
Tarbert.

Left: In a poignant mark of respect, Sergeant 
Major Frank Frew of the Argyll & Sutherland 
highlanders Army Cadet Force laid a solitary 
cross at Lochgilphead war memorial. 

Furnace Stores got into the spirit of the VE Day celebrations.

Robert Irons paid VE anniversary respects at Furnace war 
memorial. 

VE Day remembered – 75 years on

S U B S C R I B E
www.argyllshireadvertiser.co.uk

VISITUS
www.argyllshireadvertiser.co.uk

SIMPLY  
Shredding

MacQueen Bros,  
Glengallan Road, Oban,  

Argyll PA34 4HG
(01631) 564848

info@macqueenbros.com

Secure destruction 
of all confidential 

material from your 
home or office.

Collection service 
available.

secure document &
data destruction
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Left: Residents at 
Lochgilphead’s Cnoc Mor 
Place celebrated, with all 18 
houses setting up camp in 
their front gardens to cele-
brate together, apart. There 
was party food, dancing and 
games to commemorate the 
end of the war in Europe in 
1945. 

Left: In a poignant mark of respect, Sergeant 
Major Frank Frew of the Argyll & Sutherland 
highlanders Army Cadet Force laid a solitary 
cross at Lochgilphead war memorial. 

Lewis McCulloch laid a wreath at Inveraray war memorial, with a colour party in attendance 
from Inveraray branch of the Royal British Legion Scotland. Lindsay Macdougall also laid 
�owers for the NHS and key workers. 

Furnace Stores got into the spirit of the VE Day celebrations.

Right: Army cadet Lewis 
McCulloch from Inveraray 
took part in a salute for VE 
Day, held at 8am on Friday 
May 8. 

VE Day remembered – 75 years on

S U B S C R I B E
www.argyllshireadvertiser.co.uk

LOOKING FOR HELP DURING CORONAVIRUS?
Please cut out and keep this page of useful contacts for use when you may need them.

Health
www.nhsinform.scot/coronavirus
0800 028 2816 for general 
information only
NHS 24: Call 111 if symptoms 
worsen or if fever for 7+ days
Shielding local support:
www.gov.scot/covid-shielding-
contacts

Feeling anxious or depressed?
NHS Inform:
www.nhsinform.scot/
coronavirus-mental-wellbeing
NHS 24: Call 111
www.clearyourhead.scot
Breathing Space:
www.breathingspace.scot
0800 83 85 87

SAMH:
0344 800 0550
Samaritans Scotland Helpline: 
116 123 / jo@samaritans.org

Advice for pregnant women
www.nhsinform.scot/
ready-steady-baby or contact
your midwife if concerned.

Social welfare and fi nancial help
Citizens Advice Scotland:
www.cas.org.uk
0800 028 1456

Struggling with energy bills?
Home Energy Scotland:
0808 808 2282

Consumer issues
Advice Direct Scotland :
www.coronavirusadvice.scot
0808 800 9060

Employment rights advice
www.acas.org.uk
Helpline: 0300 123 1100

Your rights at work
www.stuc.org.uk
0141 337 8100

For business support
www.fi ndbusinesssupport.gov.scot
Helpline: 0300 303 0660

Advice for parents
www.parentclub.scot/coronavirus
Parentline Scotland:
08000 28 22 33
The Money Talk Team:
0800 085 7145

Information for young people
www.young.scot/coronavirus

Information for older people
www.agescotland.org.uk
0800 12 44 222

Dementia – Alzheimer Scotland
www.alzscot.org
Helpline: 0808 808 3000

Scottish Autism Advice Line
www.scottishautism.org
01259 222022

Domestic Abuse Helpline
www.safer.scot
Helpline: 0800 027 1234

Rape Crisis Scotland Helpline
www.rapecrisisscotland.org.uk
Helpline: 08088 01 03 02

National Assistance Helpline
(Open offi ce hours Monday to Friday)
Call: 0800 111 4000
Text phone service: 0800 111 4114

To help people at increased risk access essential
help if they do not have family or other support.
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Tayvallich’s Mary McLullich 
turned 106 on � ursday May 7.

� is remarkable lady was 
living in her own home in 
Tayvallich until February 
this year, before moving to 
Glasgow.

Originally from Lanarkshire, 
Mary met Tayvallich farmer 
Duncan McLullich prior to the 
Second World War. � ey mar-
ried when the war was over.

� ey had twins Anne and 
Christine in 1950, before Alan 
came along six years later.

Mary has four grand-daugh-
ters and a grandson – Christine 
has three daughters: Sarah, 
who lives in Australia, Claire 
and Beth. Anne has a daughter 
Jane, while Alan has a son, 
Duncan.

Sarah, who lives in Australia, 
has � omas and Mary, while 
Jane has Lucy and is expecting 
a baby boy.

Jane said her grandmother 
is doing well at the care home 
in Glasgow, though missing 
everyone during the coronavi-
rus restrictions.

She added: ‘We’re all just sad 
we couldn’t be with her on her 
big birthday, but hopefully 
soon.

by Colin Cameron
editor@argyllshireadvertiser.co.uk

Happy birthday to the 
remarkable Mary, 106

‘She had a nice day and the 
sta�  in the home were great. 
She was very tired in the 
a� ernoon so these are the only 
photos she could get through 
the window, of course.

‘She got so many cards and 
birthday wishes from the 
village. � at was so very kind 
of you all. Mum will try her 
best to shout through to her 
the comments that were on 
Facebook.’

� e Argyllshire Advertiser 
went to Mary’s home in 
Tayvallich to see her last year 
on her 105th birthday and 
when she was asked the favour-
ite question of interviewers in 
these situations – the secret to 
a long and healthy life – Mary 
replied: ‘Moderation in all 
things. She quickly added: 
‘Apart from sweeties.’

Message
� ere was a birthday surprise 

this year when Mary got a 
special video message from the 
First Minister, arranged by a 
family friend.

Nicola Sturgeon said in the 
video: ‘Hi Mary, I hear you 
have just celebrated your 106th 
birthday, so I wanted to take 
the opportunity to wish you a 
happy birthday, albeit under 
very unusual circumstances 
with lockdown. I hope you had 
some lovely celebrations.’

Socially isolated, but this remarkable lady was still smiling 
on her 106th birthday in Glasgow last week as she opened 
her card from the Queen. 



DO NOT leave the house at all for 7 days.

Still have symptoms after 7 days?  
DO NOT leave the house until they go.

EVERYONE else in your household must  
not leave the house for 14 days.

Do not go out even to buy food or essentials.  
Stay at home to exercise.

nhsinform.scot/coronavirus

Coronavirus 
Got symptoms – 
even mild ones?
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LETTERS

At The Argyllshire Advertiser, we endeavour to ensure all our reports are fair and accurate and comply with the Editors’ Code of Practice set by the Independent Press Standards Organisation 
(IPSO). We realise, however, that mistakes happen from time to time. If you think we have made a significant mistake and you wish to discuss this with us, please let us know as soon as 
possible by any of the three methods: emailing editor@campbeltowncourier.co.uk; telephoning the chief reporter on 01546 602345 or write to the Group Editor at Wyvex Media, Crannog 
Lane, Lochavullin estate, Oban, PA34 4HB. We will try to resolve your issue in a timeous, reasonable and amicable manner. However, if you are unsatisfied with our response, you can contact 
IPSO, which will investigate the matter. You can call IPSO on 0300 123 2220 or email inquiries@ipso.co.uk. IPSO is an independent body that deals with complaints from the public about the 
editorial content of newspapers. We will abide by its decision.

Press policy

Write to us: send your letters to editor@argyllshireadvertiser.co.uk 
or � e Editor, 44 Argyll Street, Lochgilphead PA31 8NB

Garden repair thanks
Sir,
A big thank you to whoever has tidied up 
Ardrishaig Community Garden, mown the 
grass and repaired and painted the fences.

Such a peaceful place to call into while out 
exercising. I can’t wait for the day I can go back 
there to sit and contemplate, enjoy the views and 
read or paint.

Cheryl Ratcli� e-Nye, Ardrishaig.

Lifeline telecoms workers
Sir,
I would like to thank all the telecommunica-
tions workers in Scotland, many of whom have 
been designated key workers, for how they’ve 
responded to the coronavirus outbreak.

� ey are providing essential support to the 
NHS and keeping all of us connected during 

The newly-tidied Ardrishaig Community 
Garden. 

this di�  cult time. From the engineers going out 
to keep our broadband and mobile networks 
connected, to the vital contact centre sta�  
helping customers when they need it most, they 
deserve recognition.

My colleagues, working with the Scottish 
Government and NHS, worked quickly to 
provide the temporary NHS Louisa Jordan 
hospital in Glasgow with communications. � ey 
are doing the same to support other temporary 
NHS services across Scotland.

Our people have worked around the clock 
with health boards across the country to o� er 
new, technical solutions to help front line health 
workers get on with their jobs during this crisis.

Our front line sta�  in contact centres across 
Scotland – including Aberdeen, Dundee, 
Glasgow and Greenock – have risen to this 
unprecedented challenge. 

We’ve received a huge surge of customers 
asking for faster connections to help with home 
working, home schooling and running their 
businesses remotely.

� ese colleagues – most of whom can now 
work from home when they want to – have 
performed a critical role keeping our customers, 
including front line health workers and vulner-
able people, connected.

� e people in our two 999 contact centres in 
Scotland are also playing a critical role, answer-
ing lifesaving emergency calls.

I couldn’t be more proud of how my colleagues 
have responded to these challenges and their 
desire to help us all through this crisis.

Jane Wood, BT Group director 
in Scotland, Edinburgh.

Pioneering help in Argyll
Sir,
We are looking for people who have the passion 
to bring communities together, believe in 
the power of co-operation and who hold the 
well-being of their community at the forefront 
of their mind.

� e successful ‘Member Pioneers’ will receive 
full training and business support as they help 
groups and individuals during the coronavirus 
pandemic and beyond. � e pioneers will cover 
three wide areas: one based around Longrow in 
Campbeltown, another around � e Avenue in 
Inveraray and a third around Bishopton Road, 
Lochgilphead.

� e new positions form part of a drive to re-
cruit 1,000 pioneers across the country. Existing 
pioneers are currently involved in a wide range 
of activities including co-ordinating food drives 
and o� ering personal support to those unable to 
leave their homes.

� is has never been more important than now.
� e local area has so many strengths and we 

want to help communities be as resilient as 
possible against the new challenges posed by 
COVID-19. � e new pioneers will spearhead 
our e� orts, support great causes and think up 
new ideas.

To apply to be a Member Pioneer, visit jobs.
coop.co.uk/member-pioneers. Roles are 16 
hours a month. 

Closing date for both positions is Wednesday 
May 20.

Russell Gill, head of co-operative and local 
engagement at Co-op.

Too late?
Rumour has it the UK government will 
bring in a 14-day quarantine for some – 
but not all – airline passengers at the end 
of this month. As this week’s front page 
story relates, other countries have been 
doing it for a while. Are we shutting the 
stable door a� er the horse has bolted?

We'll get through it
Last Friday’s VE Day remembrance and 
celebrations o� ered a welcome distraction 
from coronavirus and lockdown, at least 
for a wee while.

In these strange and, for many, distress-
ing times it is important to remember we 
have been through di�  cult times in the 
past. May 8, 1945 marked the end – in 
Europe at least – of a hard and brutal 
six-year war which took its toll on the lives 
of families in the UK and across the world.

No wonder folk celebrated when the 
Nazis surrendered in Germany.

We’re nowhere near ready to celebrate 
just yet, and coronavirus will be with us 
for a while to come, but at least we know 
we’ll get through this together.

 And, in that vein, we want to hear all 
your stories of good deeds, kindnesses 
and imaginative thinking as the coro-
navirus crisis continues. Send them, 
along with any photographs, to editor@
argyllshireadvertiser.co.uk 

Going the extra mile for you

Nationwide delivery service 
Serving Highlands and Islands and West/Central Scotland

Daily service from Glasgow and Argyll
Deliveries and collections from all over Britain

Local staff understand the needs of a local community

Fax: 01586 550461   Email: enquiries@amtransportcampbeltown.co.uk
www.amtransportcampbeltown.co.uk

 Building 120A, MACC Business Park, Campbeltown, PA28 6NU

We now have a depot in Linwood which can receive goods
If you order online and they don’t deliver to your address give us a call. 

We can collect from our Linwood address at favourable rates.
We are in Ikea everyday for next day delivery to all Argyll and Bute.

Please call 01586 554270 for more details 
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CONTAC TUS
The Argyllshire Advertiser 44 
Argyll Street, Lochgilphead 
PA31 8NB
Phone: 01546 602345

Chief Reporter:
Colin Cameron
editor@argyllshireadvertiser.
co.uk

Reporter:
Rachel Carruthers
editor@argyllshireadvertiser.
co.uk

Advertising:
June Graham
adverts@
argyllshireadvertiser.co.uk

Head o�  ce:
Wyvex Media,
Lochavullin
Industrial Estate,
Oban, PA34 4 HB

� e Editor welcomes letters and 
emails for publication, however 
we reserves the right to shorten, 
amend or refuse to print them. 
Names and addresses MUST be 
supplied to indicate good faith, 
although details can be withheld 
from publication. Phone 
numbers, if available, should be 
included. Anonymous letters 
will not be considered.  Please 
write to: Letters, � e Argyllshire 
Advertiser 44 Argyll Street, 
Lochgilphead PA31 8NB. 
Email editor@
argyllshireadvertiser.co.uk

YOUR PICTURES

HAVEYOURSAY
email us at editor@argyllshireadvertiser.co.uk

This week’s photograph was submitted by Rhiannon Dempsey who said: ‘I wanted to submit this shot of 
the full moon I took on May 6 from my garden in Lochgilphead. I just thought it might be nice to have a 
local shot of the last super moon of 2020.’ Send your favourite photographs for publication to editor@
argyllshireadvertiser.co.uk

 Coronavirus – a poem
COVID-19 is seriously not a joke
Globally kills thousands of folk
You start coughing, you can’t breathe
Without a respirator, 
� is earth you’ll leave
Social distancing is now in place
Keep two metres apart, not face to face
Wash your hands frequently and well
72 hours on surfaces it can dwell
Shop infrequently, for essentials only
Don’t mix with others if you’re lonely
Keep in touch by text and phone
Don’t put yourself at risk, stay alone
It’s hoped soon this contagion will peak
� en we can return to normal, so to speak
Don’t travel to other towns by car
It can spread the virus near and far
Sports, socialising and most work on hold
� e alternative could cause damage untold
Support the NHS, essential workers and 

neighbours
� en we’ll defeat this virus by all our labours
Dugald MacGilp, Lochgilphead.

Accredited Installer  • Scottish Water Approved Contractor  • SEPA & CHAS Registered

CALL: 01546 603989
info@mbcargyll.com   •   mbcargyll.com

SEPTIC TANK SERVICES
Do you need your tank checked? Need an

installation quote? We’re here to help.

IC TATAT NK SERVRVR

In Association
with 

Turley Bros.
Concrete Tanks

123 x 80_new MBC.qxp_Layout 1  02/03/2020  15:16  Page 1



SUPERMARKETS AND FOODHALLS

Co-op Stores 
Lochgilphead, Inveraray, Ardrishaig Tarbert 
Open Mon-Sat 7am-8pm 
Key worker exclusive access: Mon-Sat 8am-9am, 
Sun 10am-11am 
Lochgilphead o�ering deliveries – Tel: 01546 
602060 
 
Tesco Express 
Lochgilphead 
Tel: 0345 671 9305 
Open 6am-10pm 
Your usual groceries and supplies inc Costa 
Co�ee machine 
Fuel – pay on pump from 10pm-midnight 
Hand sanitising on entry 
Safe distancing rules apply 
 
Riverside Filling Station/Spar 
Lochgilphead 
Open Mon-Sat, 7am-8pm, Sun 9am-6pm 
All the usual food supplies 
Hot food/rolls for take-away 
Can deliver via the West Coast Motors service – 
call ahead to arrange 01546 603858 

McCaughey’s Londis 
Inveraray 
Open Mon-Sat 8am-6pm 
Cooked breakfast takeaway 8am-12pm 
Post O�ce open Mon-Sat 8am-5.30pm 
Can deliver – Tel: 07899 061575 

CONVENIENCE STORES AND 
NEWSAGENTS 

 
R S McColl’s Lochgilphead 
Open 7am-8pm daily

RS McColl’s Inveraray 
Open 8am-6pm daily

Ardfern Village Store 
Open Mon-Fri, 8am -6.30pm 
Sat 8am-1pm, Sun 9am-1pm 
Food delivery available – Tel: 01546 870281 

Furnace Village Store 
Open Mon-Sat 9am-5pm, Sun 9am-1pm 
Co�ee machine still on! 
Deliveries available locally – Tel: 01499 500668 

Craobh Haven Village Store 
Open 11.30am-9pm daily 
Lots in stock and free hand santizer to locals 
whilst stocks last!
Tel: 01852 500658

Danny’s Hardware & Pet Supplies
Open Wednesdays and Saturdays 10am – 4pm
For Phone Orders, 07776 491 308  
between the same hours,  
10am – 4pm Monday to Friday only.

Mccolls Ardrishaig
Open 7am-8pm 7 days a week
Deliveries on special request
Social distancing measures in place
For info/orders Tel: 01546 606770 or visit our FB 
page

Peter Law & Son, Ardrishaig
Open 5am-5.30pm 7 days a week
Deliveries available
Social distancing measures in place
For info/orders Tel: 01546 603481 

FRESH FOOD SUPPLIES

Aray Fish, Fruit & Veg
Delivery to doorstep in Mid Argyll
Home delivery is free of charge. Minimum spend 
£10.
Deliveries on the following days in these speci�c 
areas (exact delivery days may vary dependent 
on demand):
WEDNESDAY - Inveraray, Furnace, Minard & 
Lochgair.
THURSDAY - Cladich to Ford (Lochawe-side), 
Ardrishaig, Kilmartin, Kilmichael, Cairnbaan & 
Lochgilphead.
FRIDAY - Lochgoilhead, Strachur, St Catherines 
& Cairndow. 
Visit website for full product list www.aray�sh.
com

The Argyll Café 
Lochgilphead 
Open Wed, Thurs, Fri Sat, 5pm-9m 
Your usual favourites, although menu slightly 
reduced 
Collection only, strict social distancing measures 
Order by phone or on the Facebook page 
Tel: 01546 606225

DJ Campbell & Son
Dairy Produce
Daily deliveries
Tel: 01546 605273
Call Mon-Fri, 9am-5pm for orders 
 
Marmalade Deli 
Lochgilphead 
Good levels of stock 
Bulk orders available – full list on www.
marmaladedeli.com 
Order via email marmaladedeli@fastmail.com 
or by phone 01546 606292

Murray Smoked Products 
For all your essential �sh and seafood supplies 
Open Tues-Fri 8.30am-3pm, Sat 8.30am-1pm 
Deliveries available within approx. 15 miles with 
West Coast Motors 
Tel:  01546 600262 – or message us on Facebook 
CW Shell�sh 
Order on a Thursday for Friday delivery 
Through FB page only please 
Fresh prawns from £10 per kilo, Crabs £4 each 

Ferguson Butchers 
Lochgilphead 
Taking orders by phone for collection 
Fresh fruit and veg also 
Tel: 01546 602400/403 
 
Keara’s Snack Shack 
Lochgilphead
Taking orders by phone on 07765 550793 or 
07717 095691 
Medium Fruit & Veg Pack £9.50 
Large Fruit & Veg Pack £18 
No cash payments – Paypal or bank transfer only 
Free local delivery every Friday

TAKE-AWAY FOOD

Grey Gull  
Ardrishaig 
Take-away available 12pm-8.30pm 
Visit FB page for full menu 
Collection only 
Tel: 01546 606017
Accommodation available for essential/key workers 
 
Salty Dog Café 
Home-cooked meals 
5 for £20 
See FB page for full menu choices 
Order by 8pm on a Sunday for Monday delivery 
(local) 
Collections can be arranged 
Tel: 07497 003850 

CHEMISTS/PHARMACIES & 
HEALTHCARE

Tarbert Pharmacy 
Open 10am-4.30pm (closed1-2 for lunch) 
Social distancing and safety measures in place 
including hand sanitizing on entry and sneeze 
guards. 1 in, 1 out policy. 
Tel: 01880 820232 
 
Inveraray Pharmacy 
Open 9am-4pm, Mon-Fri & 9am-1pm Sat (for 
general supplies) 
Dispensing for acute prescriptions available 
9am-1pm, Mon, Wed, Fri (collection only 
thereafter) 
Social distancing and safety measures in place 
including hand sanitizing on entry and sneeze 
guards. 1 in, 1 out policy. 
Tel: 01499 302133

 

Argyll Pharmacy
Lochgilphead
Open Mon – Fri 9am-5.30pm
Sat 9am-5pm
Please only order what you need, check 
prescriptions are ready for collection BEFORE 
coming to the Pharmacy, please phone where 
you can for pharmacy advice
This goes against everything we believe in as 
‘good customer service’ however we will be 
here to support you in the best way we can 
under these exceptional circumstances.
Please stay safe!
Tel: 01546 603217 

VETERINARY CARE

Dalriada Vets
The surgery is running an emergency service for 
all animals under our care (pets, farm animals 
and horses). Please contact the surgery to 
discuss with a vet if you think your animal may 
need to be examined. We are providing vet 
medicines, repeat prescriptions, �ea, tick and 
worm treatments and pet food, by arrangement.
Tel: 01546 602240

EXTRA HELP FROM 
COMMUNITY HEROES

Inveraray Community Council
Are you in self-isolation?
If you are following government guidelines 
and self-isolating due to a new cough or fever, 
we have set up a volunteer group for anyone 
in Inveraray needing essential groceries or 
prescriptions from local shops or chemist to be 
picked up and delivered to your doorstep. 
.Call Linda on 07388165366 or Aly on 
07717885404. Open to Inveraray residents only. 
Payment on delivery please. If you would like to 
volunteer to deliver goods please let us know.

West Coast Motors Deliveries
West Coast Motors are o�ering FREE travel to 
NHS workers and are also o�ering a FREE service 
for pick up and delivery from Lochgilphead and 
Inveraray. 
When placing your order with the store, pay 
over the phone by card. Let them know that 
your order will be collected by West Coast 
Motors. Email or phone Robert Mackay on 
r.mackay@westcoastmotors.co.uk. Arrange 
a 01586 555883 (leave a message with your 
number if he’s out) to arrange the pick up 
from the shop/chemist. Arrange for yourself 
or a volunteer to meet the bus at the bus stop 
in your town/village. PLEASE SUPPORT YOUR 
LOCAL STORES WHERE POSSIBLE. 

Information correct at time of going to press. Check  
www.argyllshireadvertiser.co.uk/openforbusiness 
for updated information. This page will rzun in 
the Argyllshire Advertiser every week for as long 
as necessary - printed information will be updated 
weekly.

Featuring the businesses in Mid Argyll that are open 
and able to o�er vital products and services to our 

community during the current Covid-19 pandemic. Many 
of these businesses are working under extreme pressure 

to bring quality products and services to the people of 
Mid Argyll and beyond. Please remember to exercise 
caution when shopping and only shop for essential 

supplies. Along with our wonderful NHS sta� and carers, 
our local food, fuel, news platforms and home supply 

businesses are our community champions!

OPEN FOR

Argyllshire Advertiser 
Friday 15 May 202016 OPEN FOR BUSINESS  
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� e home sewing group ‘Let’s 
Get Scrubbing for the NHS’, 
with its group of around 80 
volunteers around Mid Argyll, 
continues to supply hospitals 
and care homes in Argyll and 
further a� eld.

Around 70 sets of protective 
‘scrubs’, plus laundry bags 
and mask bands were sent to 
Gartnavel General Hospital in 
Glasgow last week.

Ardfenaig residential care 

by Colin Cameron
editor@argyllshireadvertiser.co.uk

Sewing for scrubs success
home in Ardrishaig was also 
given scrubs and laundry bags.

� e Royal Hospital for 
Children in Glasgow was 
provided with a large quantity 
of mask bands by the group 
and earlier this week scrubs 
and bags were donated to two 
Kintyre care homes.

Founder of the group – set 
up in response to a demand 
for protective clothing during 
the coronavirus pandemic – 
Nikki � ompson said: ‘We 
were delighted to gi�  scrubs 
to Gartnavel as so many local 

people have experienced � rst 
hand its care and dedication. 
It was really nice to give 
something back. It was also 
rewarding to donate to a res-
idential home like Ardfenaig 
where many elderly people are 

cared for.’ A message from sta�  
at Gartnavel read: ‘A massive 
thanks from all the doctors 
and nurses at Gartnavel Royal 
for our beautiful scrubs and 
kits. Very much appreciated 
and so comfortable.’ 

‘We are very grateful for the 
scrubs. 

‘� ey are lovely and bright 
and cheer everyone up,' said 
a spokesperson for carers at 
Ardfenaig. 

‘� ank you for all the e� ort.’

� e volunteers’ hard work 
continues to be supported 
by bus company West Coast 
Motors, which is o� ering a 
contact-free pick up and drop 
o�  service for scrubs and 
materials.

Care sta�  at Ardfenaig residential home in Ardrishaig. From 
left: Boh Kryszak, Alison Macdonald and Mina Curran. 

Gregor Menzies from West 
Coast Motors collected 
scrubs from Inveraray, 
Furnace and Lochgilphead 
last Saturday, en route from 
Glasgow to Campbeltown. 

Some Gartnavel Royal Hospital sta�  wearing their scrubs. 
The nurse � rst left is local girl Rachel Stewart who previously 
worked at Duncuan and has been nursing at Gartnavel for 
15 years. 

Coronavirus
Help is here 
for those that 
need it most.
Staying at home stops the spread of coronavirus, and some need 
extra help.

If you: 

•  Have received a letter advising you to stay at home for 
the next 12 weeks

•  Are a disabled person
•  Receive mental health support
•  Have dementia
•  Are over 70, pregnant or received the flu vaccine 

for health reasons

We’ve created a helpline to assist you with essential things like food 
deliveries, medication or practical and emotional support.

If you can’t get this help from family, friends or neighbours, 
call now on 0800 111 4000 or textphone 0800 111 4114

Or go to readyscotland.org for more information.
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Are you an adult unpaid carer?  
We are here for you
We provide a service to unpaid adult carers across the whole of 
Mid Argyll, Kintyre and the Isles (MAKI). We have three teams:

• Support outreach worker team 
• Trained counselling team 
• Volunteer befriending team
We are available 10-4pm Monday to Friday and our service is 
open to any unpaid adult carers that needs support.

The Outreach/Support Team
This team are maintaining regular contact with carers via 
telephone. Our team is providing a listening ear during this 
challenging time and we have been fortunate to receive
additional funding to support carers and those they care 
for with creative solutions to help with their mental and 
emotional health while in isolation.
Our website – www.dochasfund.org.uk and Facebook pages 
will be updated regularly with information and advice.

The outreach/support team can be contacted  
via the telephone number 01546 600022  
or by emailing -enquiries@dochasfund.org.uk

The Volunteer Befriending Team
Our volunteer befriending service called Circle of Friends is 
continuing to run. Volunteers are maintaining contact with 
the individuals they are befriending by telephone. 

Our volunteer Co-ordinator, Ryan Taylor,  
continues to support this service.  
If you have an interest in this service Ryan can be 
contacted via the telephone number 01546 600022    

The Dochas Counselling team 
The team are keeping up with their existing clients and 
people who are contacting them via the counselling service.

Visit the Dochas Facebook page for more information on the 
new counselling service set up to help during the Covid-19 
crisis. This service is for people and their families who are 
living with long term conditions/terminal illness  
and bereavement. 

Please telephone 07432 231217  
or contact counselling@dochasfund.org.uk  
and someone will get back to you to explain the process. 
They can’t obviously o�er any face to face counselling  
at the present time, but we can o�er you telephone,  
email or online support.

Are you a young carer?  
We are here for you…
MAYDS are still providing support for children,  

young people and families where we can.  Anyone  
needing advice or help can contact the above at anytime.  

We are providing our child and adolescent counselling 
services via skype, phone etc., and still open for referrals for 

any young person feeling isolated or in need of support  Our 
Young Carers are still being supported by our team across 

MAKI and again referrals are still being taken.  

We have regular information and updates on our facebook 
page mid Argyll youth development services.  

Online support is also available on www.cool2talk.org.

Contact 07788900049 or
�ona@mayds.org.uk    lynn@mayds.org.uk

Mid Argyll Youth Development Services
Providing Information and Accessible Youth Friendly Services

The Dochas Carer Centre
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Lisa Faulkner – see 
Question 8

 1. Which chemical element 
has the symbol B?

 2. The tenor Wynne Evans is 
most associated with which 
two words?

 3. Who, since 2011, has 
played DCI John Barnaby 
in the TV drama Midsomer 
Murders?

 4. ‘Open secret’ and ‘seriously 
funny’ are examples of 
which commonly used 
fi gure of speech?

 5. Which European port has 
the same name as a UK 
top 10 hit for the band 
Beautiful South?

 6. What is a mode of 
transport and a kick in 
rugby?

 7. Jeremy Corbyn represents 
which parliamentary 
constituency?

 8. Actress Lisa Faulkner 
is married to which 
Australian chef?

 9. In 2015, which female 
journalist succeeded Nick 
Robinson as the political 
editor of BBC News?

 10. The putting green in the 
grounds of the White 
House is named after which 
US president?

 1. It’s usual for novice to follow 
the girl (6)

 2. Stop because of the cold? (6)
 3. Cause another runner to fall 

when journey has fi nished (4,2)
 4. Unions broke agreement (6)
 6. Colliery brush used to clear 

explosives (11)
 8. Power from a heavenly body 

available on all but the dullest 
days (5,6)

 10. Encompassing part of ballet 
movement (3)

 12. Sly person on his own (3)
 14. Peter’s out to annoy (6)
 15. More sinister when there’s less 

light (6)
 16. Miss removal of internal church 

split (6)
 17. Despite being unwilling, affi rms 

the point (6)

 2. Well, despite having a seizure (3)

 5. Designer of the past (6)

 7. Grudge being despatched again (6)

 9. Nothing simple in an exceptional 
US city (11)

 10. Slips redesigned by the English 
and treated to give a wrinkled 
effect (6)

 11. Relative is apparently included (6)

 13. Put butter on bread for the meal 
(6)

 16. Doubly evil sailor (6)

 18. Fill to excess at a splendid price 
(11)

 19. Here’s a removal vehicle for 
somebody! (6)

 20. Superlatively bashful (6)

 21. Trimmed part of the border (3)
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 2. In what way? (3)
 5. Music centre (6)
 7. Basket-making fi bre (6)
 9. Announcement (11)
 10. Entrust (6)
 11. Over here (6)
 13. Heraldic dragon (6)
 16. Protrude (3,3)
 18. Nursery rhyme 

character (3,4,4)
 19. Centre (6)
 20. Whipped (6)
 21. Stain (3)

 1. Atelier (6)
 2. Tasmanian capital (6)
 3. Ring of fl owers (6)
 4. Future husband (6)
 6. Advised (11)
 8. Coquettish (11)
 10. Farm animal (3)
 12. Rodent (3)
 14. Town in Somerset (6)
 15. Fixed (6)
 16. Manipulate (6)
 17. Rough (6)
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1. What was the name of the racecourse 
betting operation sold to Betfred in 2011?

2. What name is given to a cluster of 
bananas?

3. What drink is traditionally made from 
spirits, water, sugar, lemon juice and spice?

4. Which national publication, founded by 
Lord Northcliffe in 1896, was the first 
British newspaper to sell a million copies a 
day?

5. ‘Good Vibrations’ and ‘I Get Around’ were 
hit songs for which American rock band?

1 The Tote; 
2 A hand; 
3 Punch; 
4 The Daily Mail; 
5 The Beach Boys. 
Common link: 
Types of bag.

Across – 2 How; 5 Stereo; 7 Raffia; 9 
Declaration; 10 Commit; 11 Hither; 13 
Wyvern; 16 Jut out; 18 Old King Cole; 
19 Middle; 20 Lashed; 21 Dye.
Down – 1 Studio; 2 Hobart; 3 Wreath; 
4 Fiancé; 6 Recommended; 8 
Flirtatious; 10 Cow; 12 Rat; 14 Yeovil; 
15 Nailed; 16 Juggle; 17 Uneven.

Across – 2 Fit; 5 Former; 7 Resent; 9 
Minneapolis; 10 Plissé; 11 Parent; 13 
Spread; 16 Sinbad; 18 Supercharge; 19 
Hearse; 20 Shyest; 21 Rim.
Down – 1 Normal; 2 Freeze; 3 Trip up; 
4 Unison; 6 Minesweeper; 8 Solar 
energy; 10 Pas; 12 Tod; 14 Pester; 15 
Darker; 16 Schism; 17 Averse. M
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1 Boron; 2 Go Compare; 3 Neil Dudgeon; 4 Oxymoron; 
5 Rotterdam; 6 Punt; 7 Islington North; 8 John Torode; 
9 Laura Kuenssberg; 10 President Eisenhower.
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All puzzles on this page are supplied by Sirius Media Services.
To try our new puzzle, Zygolex, go to www.zygolex.com – available in book form or as an app.
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Quiz Challenge

Each number in the Cross Code grid represents a different letter of 
the alphabet. You have three letters in the control grid to start you 
off. Enter them in the appropriate squares in the main grid, then use 
your knowledge of words to work out which letters should go in the 
missing squares.
As you get the letters, fill in other squares with the same number 
in the main grid and control grid. Check off the alphabetical list of 
letters as you identify them.

Each row and each column must contain the numbers 1 to 9, 
and so must each 3 x 3 box.

ABCDEFGH I JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Cryptic Across Cryptic Down

Quick Across Quick Down

Fill in the blank squares in the grid with numbers so that each 
horizontal or vertical line adds up to the total given in the box 
either to the left or above it. Horizontal totals are given in the 
top right corners of the shaded boxes; vertical totals in the 
bottom left corners.You can use the numbers 1 to 9, but may 
not use the same number more than once in any run. The 
number may be used again, however, in the same row or 
column but as part of another run.

Double Crossword
The puzzles are different but both use the same grid

Fill the 6x6 grid with as many 
boxes as there are numbers printed. 
Each box must be either square or 
rectangular and must contain just 
one of the numbers. The numbers 
show how many squares there 
should be in each box.

The answers to the following five questions 
contain a word or words which have a common 
theme. Can you find the link?

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD: QUICK CROSSWORD: COMMON 
LINK

HARD SUDOKUKAKURO
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Stacey Dooley – see 
Question 6

 1. A roaring lion is the 
trademark of which 
American fi lm and media 
company?

 2. Noel Coward and Bob 
Marley are both buried on 
which island?

 3. Which rank of peerage 
comes between Earl and 
Baron?

 4. From 1974 to 1979, John 
Foxx was the lead singer 
of which British new wave 
band?

 5. Alan Bates played a murder 
suspect, hidden by three 
children who believe he is 
Jesus, in which 1961 fi lm?

 6. Who was Stacey Dooley’s 
dance partner when she 
won the 2018 series of 
Strictly Come Dancing?

 7. Who is the father of 
James, Viscount Severn?

 8. How would you better 
know the infectious disease 
once called consumption?

 9. What G is a swelling in 
the thyroid gland which 
sometimes results in the 
neck almost doubling in 
size?

 10. The 2022 Ryder Cup 
match will be hosted by 
which European country?

 2. Clearly Richard included a 
word from the song (5)

 3. Record that is about patrol 
leader, a follower (8)

 4. Tea maker needs hops for his 
other product (6)

 5. Scratch starter (4)
 6. One who contracts when using 

needles (7)
 7 & 9. Went under an assumed 

name? (9,9)
 11. Water that is still showing no 

activity (8)
 13. Herod is a tenacious chap, we 

hear! (7)
 15. Swear it has been stained a red 

colour (6)
 18. Belgian port gets rid of an idiot 

(5)
 19. Ship losing top part of its 

freight (4)

 1. Fellow went fi rst, then ran away (4)
 4. Wager there is some hazard in the 

meat (7)
 8. German city with eastern country’s 

pottery (7,5)
 9. Tended to be leaning (8)
 10. Yes, perplexed about toe’s fi rst 

swelling (4)
 12. Carl and little Edward built a bed 

for baby (6)
 14. Alcohol so removed from rootless 

wanderer (6)
 16. Boy had some vinegar yesterday (4)
 17. Frustrated by illumination in the 

rose garden (8)
 20. Played the part of an individual I 

beat at chess while going round 
(12)

 21. Elegant speech in a small chapel (7)
 22. Knocks on the bath? (4)
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 1. Border on (4)
 4. London borough (7)
 8. Best-selling brand (6,6)
 9. Of worth (8)
 10. Strike hard (inf.) (4)
 12. North African (6)
 14. Thrifty (6)
 16. Without light (4)
 17. Raised path (8)
 20. Cowboy headgear (3-6,3)
 21. Indecisive (7)
 22. Garden tool (4)

 2. Unruly disturbance (5)
 3. Subtract (4,4)
 4. Diminutive (6)
 5. Mild (4)
 6. Whirling round (7)
 7. Causing anguish (9)
 9. Given legal force (9)
 11. Captive (8)
 13. Hereditary title (7)
 15. Hollow between hills (6)
 18. Strike soundly (5)
 19. Aspect (4)
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1. What word describes a number multiplied 
by itself three times?

2. What common name is given to the adult 
crane fly?

3. Which alkali substance when used with 
water produces a lather and acts as a 
cleaning agent?

4. What word is given to the stem of the 
raspberry plant?

5. In which children’s card game does the first 
player to call when matching a pair of 
cards win the stack?

1 Cube; 2 Daddy-
long-legs; 3 Soap; 
4 Cane; 5 Snap. 
Common link: 
Words that can 
follow sugar.

Across – 1 Abut; 4 Lambeth; 8 Market 
leader; 9 Valuable; 10 Biff; 12 Libyan; 
14 Frugal; 16 Dark; 17 Causeway; 20 
Ten-gallon hat; 21 Dithery; 22 Rake.
Down – 2 Brawl; 3 Take away; 4 Little; 
5 Meek; 6 Eddying; 7 Hurtfully; 9 
Validated; 11 Prisoner; 13 Baronet; 15 
Valley; 18 Whack; 19 Face.

Across – 1 Fled; 4 Brisket; 8 Dresden 
china; 9 Inclined; 10 Stye; 12 Cradle; 
14 Sterol; 16 Gary; 17 Blighted; 20 
Impersonated; 21 Oratory; 22 Taps.
Down – 2 Lyric; 3 Disciple; 4 Brewer; 
5 Itch; 6 Knitter; 7 & 9 Travelled 
incognito; 11 Stagnant; 13 Agrippa; 15 
Bloody; 18 Twerp; 19 Argo. J
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1 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer (MGM); 2 Jamaica; 3 
Viscount; 4 Ultravox; 5 Whistle Down the Wind; 6 
Kevin Clifton; 7 Prince Edward (Earl of Wessex); 8 
Tuberculosis (TB); 9 Goitre; 10 Italy.
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Quiz Challenge

Each number in the Cross Code grid represents a different letter of 
the alphabet. You have three letters in the control grid to start you 
off. Enter them in the appropriate squares in the main grid, then use 
your knowledge of words to work out which letters should go in the 
missing squares.
As you get the letters, fill in other squares with the same number 
in the main grid and control grid. Check off the alphabetical list of 
letters as you identify them.

Each row and each column must contain the numbers 1 to 9, 
and so must each 3 x 3 box.

ABCDEFGH I JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Cryptic Across Cryptic Down

Quick Across Quick Down

Fill in the blank squares in the grid with numbers so that each 
horizontal or vertical line adds up to the total given in the box 
either to the left or above it. Horizontal totals are given in the 
top right corners of the shaded boxes; vertical totals in the 
bottom left corners.You can use the numbers 1 to 9, but may 
not use the same number more than once in any run. The 
number may be used again, however, in the same row or 
column but as part of another run.

Double Crossword
The puzzles are different but both use the same grid

Fill the 6x6 grid with as many 
boxes as there are numbers printed. 
Each box must be either square or 
rectangular and must contain just 
one of the numbers. The numbers 
show how many squares there 
should be in each box.

The answers to the following five questions 
contain a word or words which have a common 
theme. Can you find the link?
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Lisa Faulkner – see 
Question 8

 1. Which chemical element 
has the symbol B?

 2. The tenor Wynne Evans is 
most associated with which 
two words?

 3. Who, since 2011, has 
played DCI John Barnaby 
in the TV drama Midsomer 
Murders?

 4. ‘Open secret’ and ‘seriously 
funny’ are examples of 
which commonly used 
fi gure of speech?

 5. Which European port has 
the same name as a UK 
top 10 hit for the band 
Beautiful South?

 6. What is a mode of 
transport and a kick in 
rugby?

 7. Jeremy Corbyn represents 
which parliamentary 
constituency?

 8. Actress Lisa Faulkner 
is married to which 
Australian chef?

 9. In 2015, which female 
journalist succeeded Nick 
Robinson as the political 
editor of BBC News?

 10. The putting green in the 
grounds of the White 
House is named after which 
US president?

 1. It’s usual for novice to follow 
the girl (6)

 2. Stop because of the cold? (6)
 3. Cause another runner to fall 

when journey has fi nished (4,2)
 4. Unions broke agreement (6)
 6. Colliery brush used to clear 

explosives (11)
 8. Power from a heavenly body 

available on all but the dullest 
days (5,6)

 10. Encompassing part of ballet 
movement (3)

 12. Sly person on his own (3)
 14. Peter’s out to annoy (6)
 15. More sinister when there’s less 

light (6)
 16. Miss removal of internal church 

split (6)
 17. Despite being unwilling, affi rms 

the point (6)

 2. Well, despite having a seizure (3)

 5. Designer of the past (6)

 7. Grudge being despatched again (6)

 9. Nothing simple in an exceptional 
US city (11)

 10. Slips redesigned by the English 
and treated to give a wrinkled 
effect (6)

 11. Relative is apparently included (6)

 13. Put butter on bread for the meal 
(6)

 16. Doubly evil sailor (6)

 18. Fill to excess at a splendid price 
(11)

 19. Here’s a removal vehicle for 
somebody! (6)

 20. Superlatively bashful (6)

 21. Trimmed part of the border (3)
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 2. In what way? (3)
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 19. Centre (6)
 20. Whipped (6)
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 2. Tasmanian capital (6)
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1. What was the name of the racecourse 
betting operation sold to Betfred in 2011?

2. What name is given to a cluster of 
bananas?

3. What drink is traditionally made from 
spirits, water, sugar, lemon juice and spice?

4. Which national publication, founded by 
Lord Northcliffe in 1896, was the first 
British newspaper to sell a million copies a 
day?

5. ‘Good Vibrations’ and ‘I Get Around’ were 
hit songs for which American rock band?

1 The Tote; 
2 A hand; 
3 Punch; 
4 The Daily Mail; 
5 The Beach Boys. 
Common link: 
Types of bag.

Across – 2 How; 5 Stereo; 7 Raffia; 9 
Declaration; 10 Commit; 11 Hither; 13 
Wyvern; 16 Jut out; 18 Old King Cole; 
19 Middle; 20 Lashed; 21 Dye.
Down – 1 Studio; 2 Hobart; 3 Wreath; 
4 Fiancé; 6 Recommended; 8 
Flirtatious; 10 Cow; 12 Rat; 14 Yeovil; 
15 Nailed; 16 Juggle; 17 Uneven.

Across – 2 Fit; 5 Former; 7 Resent; 9 
Minneapolis; 10 Plissé; 11 Parent; 13 
Spread; 16 Sinbad; 18 Supercharge; 19 
Hearse; 20 Shyest; 21 Rim.
Down – 1 Normal; 2 Freeze; 3 Trip up; 
4 Unison; 6 Minesweeper; 8 Solar 
energy; 10 Pas; 12 Tod; 14 Pester; 15 
Darker; 16 Schism; 17 Averse. M
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1 Boron; 2 Go Compare; 3 Neil Dudgeon; 4 Oxymoron; 
5 Rotterdam; 6 Punt; 7 Islington North; 8 John Torode; 
9 Laura Kuenssberg; 10 President Eisenhower.
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Quiz Challenge

Each number in the Cross Code grid represents a different letter of 
the alphabet. You have three letters in the control grid to start you 
off. Enter them in the appropriate squares in the main grid, then use 
your knowledge of words to work out which letters should go in the 
missing squares.
As you get the letters, fill in other squares with the same number 
in the main grid and control grid. Check off the alphabetical list of 
letters as you identify them.

Each row and each column must contain the numbers 1 to 9, 
and so must each 3 x 3 box.

ABCDEFGH I JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Cryptic Across Cryptic Down

Quick Across Quick Down

Fill in the blank squares in the grid with numbers so that each 
horizontal or vertical line adds up to the total given in the box 
either to the left or above it. Horizontal totals are given in the 
top right corners of the shaded boxes; vertical totals in the 
bottom left corners.You can use the numbers 1 to 9, but may 
not use the same number more than once in any run. The 
number may be used again, however, in the same row or 
column but as part of another run.

Double Crossword
The puzzles are different but both use the same grid

Fill the 6x6 grid with as many 
boxes as there are numbers printed. 
Each box must be either square or 
rectangular and must contain just 
one of the numbers. The numbers 
show how many squares there 
should be in each box.

The answers to the following five questions 
contain a word or words which have a common 
theme. Can you find the link?

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD: QUICK CROSSWORD: COMMON 
LINK

HARD SUDOKUKAKURO

CROSS CODE

BOX CLEVEREASY SUDOKU QUIZ CHALLENGE

CROSS CODE
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Your weekly puzzle challenge
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Lisa Faulkner – see 
Question 8

 1. Which chemical element 
has the symbol B?

 2. The tenor Wynne Evans is 
most associated with which 
two words?

 3. Who, since 2011, has 
played DCI John Barnaby 
in the TV drama Midsomer 
Murders?

 4. ‘Open secret’ and ‘seriously 
funny’ are examples of 
which commonly used 
fi gure of speech?

 5. Which European port has 
the same name as a UK 
top 10 hit for the band 
Beautiful South?

 6. What is a mode of 
transport and a kick in 
rugby?

 7. Jeremy Corbyn represents 
which parliamentary 
constituency?

 8. Actress Lisa Faulkner 
is married to which 
Australian chef?

 9. In 2015, which female 
journalist succeeded Nick 
Robinson as the political 
editor of BBC News?

 10. The putting green in the 
grounds of the White 
House is named after which 
US president?

 1. It’s usual for novice to follow 
the girl (6)

 2. Stop because of the cold? (6)
 3. Cause another runner to fall 

when journey has fi nished (4,2)
 4. Unions broke agreement (6)
 6. Colliery brush used to clear 

explosives (11)
 8. Power from a heavenly body 

available on all but the dullest 
days (5,6)

 10. Encompassing part of ballet 
movement (3)

 12. Sly person on his own (3)
 14. Peter’s out to annoy (6)
 15. More sinister when there’s less 

light (6)
 16. Miss removal of internal church 

split (6)
 17. Despite being unwilling, affi rms 

the point (6)

 2. Well, despite having a seizure (3)

 5. Designer of the past (6)

 7. Grudge being despatched again (6)

 9. Nothing simple in an exceptional 
US city (11)

 10. Slips redesigned by the English 
and treated to give a wrinkled 
effect (6)

 11. Relative is apparently included (6)

 13. Put butter on bread for the meal 
(6)

 16. Doubly evil sailor (6)

 18. Fill to excess at a splendid price 
(11)

 19. Here’s a removal vehicle for 
somebody! (6)

 20. Superlatively bashful (6)

 21. Trimmed part of the border (3)
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 11. Over here (6)
 13. Heraldic dragon (6)
 16. Protrude (3,3)
 18. Nursery rhyme 

character (3,4,4)
 19. Centre (6)
 20. Whipped (6)
 21. Stain (3)

 1. Atelier (6)
 2. Tasmanian capital (6)
 3. Ring of fl owers (6)
 4. Future husband (6)
 6. Advised (11)
 8. Coquettish (11)
 10. Farm animal (3)
 12. Rodent (3)
 14. Town in Somerset (6)
 15. Fixed (6)
 16. Manipulate (6)
 17. Rough (6)
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1. What was the name of the racecourse 
betting operation sold to Betfred in 2011?

2. What name is given to a cluster of 
bananas?

3. What drink is traditionally made from 
spirits, water, sugar, lemon juice and spice?

4. Which national publication, founded by 
Lord Northcliffe in 1896, was the first 
British newspaper to sell a million copies a 
day?

5. ‘Good Vibrations’ and ‘I Get Around’ were 
hit songs for which American rock band?

1 The Tote; 
2 A hand; 
3 Punch; 
4 The Daily Mail; 
5 The Beach Boys. 
Common link: 
Types of bag.

Across – 2 How; 5 Stereo; 7 Raffia; 9 
Declaration; 10 Commit; 11 Hither; 13 
Wyvern; 16 Jut out; 18 Old King Cole; 
19 Middle; 20 Lashed; 21 Dye.
Down – 1 Studio; 2 Hobart; 3 Wreath; 
4 Fiancé; 6 Recommended; 8 
Flirtatious; 10 Cow; 12 Rat; 14 Yeovil; 
15 Nailed; 16 Juggle; 17 Uneven.

Across – 2 Fit; 5 Former; 7 Resent; 9 
Minneapolis; 10 Plissé; 11 Parent; 13 
Spread; 16 Sinbad; 18 Supercharge; 19 
Hearse; 20 Shyest; 21 Rim.
Down – 1 Normal; 2 Freeze; 3 Trip up; 
4 Unison; 6 Minesweeper; 8 Solar 
energy; 10 Pas; 12 Tod; 14 Pester; 15 
Darker; 16 Schism; 17 Averse. M

1
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E

9
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W
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1 Boron; 2 Go Compare; 3 Neil Dudgeon; 4 Oxymoron; 
5 Rotterdam; 6 Punt; 7 Islington North; 8 John Torode; 
9 Laura Kuenssberg; 10 President Eisenhower.

682937541
751264398
439581627
896723154
547618239
213459876
928145763
364872915
175396482
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194782356
358964721
627135948
835476219
461298573
279351864
513629487
786543192
942817635

All puzzles on this page are supplied by Sirius Media Services.
To try our new puzzle, Zygolex, go to www.zygolex.com – available in book form or as an app.
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Quiz Challenge

Each number in the Cross Code grid represents a different letter of 
the alphabet. You have three letters in the control grid to start you 
off. Enter them in the appropriate squares in the main grid, then use 
your knowledge of words to work out which letters should go in the 
missing squares.
As you get the letters, fill in other squares with the same number 
in the main grid and control grid. Check off the alphabetical list of 
letters as you identify them.

Each row and each column must contain the numbers 1 to 9, 
and so must each 3 x 3 box.

ABCDEFGH I JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Cryptic Across Cryptic Down

Quick Across Quick Down

Fill in the blank squares in the grid with numbers so that each 
horizontal or vertical line adds up to the total given in the box 
either to the left or above it. Horizontal totals are given in the 
top right corners of the shaded boxes; vertical totals in the 
bottom left corners.You can use the numbers 1 to 9, but may 
not use the same number more than once in any run. The 
number may be used again, however, in the same row or 
column but as part of another run.

Double Crossword
The puzzles are different but both use the same grid

Fill the 6x6 grid with as many 
boxes as there are numbers printed. 
Each box must be either square or 
rectangular and must contain just 
one of the numbers. The numbers 
show how many squares there 
should be in each box.

The answers to the following five questions 
contain a word or words which have a common 
theme. Can you find the link?

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD: QUICK CROSSWORD: COMMON 
LINK

HARD SUDOKUKAKURO

CROSS CODE

BOX CLEVEREASY SUDOKU QUIZ CHALLENGE

CROSS CODE

No. 1466

SOLUTIONS

Quiz Challenge

Your weekly puzzle challenge
SUDOKU

KAKURO

COMMON LINKBOX CLEVER

Easy

Hard

4

4 2

4 2

6 3

4 2

5

2 7
5 1
3 5 8 7

2 3 5
7 1 2 9

9
2 6
6 4 8 5

3 9

8 3 5
8 7 1

2 1 3 5 4
3 4 7 6 2 1

4 6
7 9 1 6 4

5 3 2 7
7 5 1 9
9 2 8 1

1 5 3 9 19 10 3 9 17 21 5 11

26 9 3 10 19 13 26

13 9 26 17 5 15 17 26 4 5 10 21

14 11 25 21 7 10 6

17 21 22 15 7 11 9 4 4 3 9

23 17 26 3 26 18 3 21

5 15 19 9 8 22 11 2 9 21 22

2 3 1 9 21 9 13 19

17 6 5 25 9 18 13 9 20 9 13

21 17 26 4 3 16 21

22 15 9 11 21 9 11 22 19 10 13 9

19 3 2 26 24 18 15

14 9 2 17 12 10 9 9 13 9 17 21

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
P

11 12
R

13

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
I

22 23 24 25 26

Lisa Faulkner – see 
Question 8

 1. Which chemical element 
has the symbol B?

 2. The tenor Wynne Evans is 
most associated with which 
two words?

 3. Who, since 2011, has 
played DCI John Barnaby 
in the TV drama Midsomer 
Murders?

 4. ‘Open secret’ and ‘seriously 
funny’ are examples of 
which commonly used 
fi gure of speech?

 5. Which European port has 
the same name as a UK 
top 10 hit for the band 
Beautiful South?

 6. What is a mode of 
transport and a kick in 
rugby?

 7. Jeremy Corbyn represents 
which parliamentary 
constituency?

 8. Actress Lisa Faulkner 
is married to which 
Australian chef?

 9. In 2015, which female 
journalist succeeded Nick 
Robinson as the political 
editor of BBC News?

 10. The putting green in the 
grounds of the White 
House is named after which 
US president?

 1. It’s usual for novice to follow 
the girl (6)

 2. Stop because of the cold? (6)
 3. Cause another runner to fall 

when journey has fi nished (4,2)
 4. Unions broke agreement (6)
 6. Colliery brush used to clear 

explosives (11)
 8. Power from a heavenly body 

available on all but the dullest 
days (5,6)

 10. Encompassing part of ballet 
movement (3)

 12. Sly person on his own (3)
 14. Peter’s out to annoy (6)
 15. More sinister when there’s less 

light (6)
 16. Miss removal of internal church 

split (6)
 17. Despite being unwilling, affi rms 

the point (6)

 2. Well, despite having a seizure (3)

 5. Designer of the past (6)

 7. Grudge being despatched again (6)

 9. Nothing simple in an exceptional 
US city (11)

 10. Slips redesigned by the English 
and treated to give a wrinkled 
effect (6)

 11. Relative is apparently included (6)

 13. Put butter on bread for the meal 
(6)

 16. Doubly evil sailor (6)

 18. Fill to excess at a splendid price 
(11)

 19. Here’s a removal vehicle for 
somebody! (6)

 20. Superlatively bashful (6)

 21. Trimmed part of the border (3)
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 13. Heraldic dragon (6)
 16. Protrude (3,3)
 18. Nursery rhyme 
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 19. Centre (6)
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 21. Stain (3)
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 3. Ring of fl owers (6)
 4. Future husband (6)
 6. Advised (11)
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 10. Farm animal (3)
 12. Rodent (3)
 14. Town in Somerset (6)
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 17. Rough (6)
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1. What was the name of the racecourse 
betting operation sold to Betfred in 2011?

2. What name is given to a cluster of 
bananas?

3. What drink is traditionally made from 
spirits, water, sugar, lemon juice and spice?

4. Which national publication, founded by 
Lord Northcliffe in 1896, was the first 
British newspaper to sell a million copies a 
day?

5. ‘Good Vibrations’ and ‘I Get Around’ were 
hit songs for which American rock band?

1 The Tote; 
2 A hand; 
3 Punch; 
4 The Daily Mail; 
5 The Beach Boys. 
Common link: 
Types of bag.

Across – 2 How; 5 Stereo; 7 Raffia; 9 
Declaration; 10 Commit; 11 Hither; 13 
Wyvern; 16 Jut out; 18 Old King Cole; 
19 Middle; 20 Lashed; 21 Dye.
Down – 1 Studio; 2 Hobart; 3 Wreath; 
4 Fiancé; 6 Recommended; 8 
Flirtatious; 10 Cow; 12 Rat; 14 Yeovil; 
15 Nailed; 16 Juggle; 17 Uneven.

Across – 2 Fit; 5 Former; 7 Resent; 9 
Minneapolis; 10 Plissé; 11 Parent; 13 
Spread; 16 Sinbad; 18 Supercharge; 19 
Hearse; 20 Shyest; 21 Rim.
Down – 1 Normal; 2 Freeze; 3 Trip up; 
4 Unison; 6 Minesweeper; 8 Solar 
energy; 10 Pas; 12 Tod; 14 Pester; 15 
Darker; 16 Schism; 17 Averse. M
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1 Boron; 2 Go Compare; 3 Neil Dudgeon; 4 Oxymoron; 
5 Rotterdam; 6 Punt; 7 Islington North; 8 John Torode; 
9 Laura Kuenssberg; 10 President Eisenhower.
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Quiz Challenge

Each number in the Cross Code grid represents a different letter of 
the alphabet. You have three letters in the control grid to start you 
off. Enter them in the appropriate squares in the main grid, then use 
your knowledge of words to work out which letters should go in the 
missing squares.
As you get the letters, fill in other squares with the same number 
in the main grid and control grid. Check off the alphabetical list of 
letters as you identify them.

Each row and each column must contain the numbers 1 to 9, 
and so must each 3 x 3 box.

ABCDEFGH I JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Cryptic Across Cryptic Down

Quick Across Quick Down

Fill in the blank squares in the grid with numbers so that each 
horizontal or vertical line adds up to the total given in the box 
either to the left or above it. Horizontal totals are given in the 
top right corners of the shaded boxes; vertical totals in the 
bottom left corners.You can use the numbers 1 to 9, but may 
not use the same number more than once in any run. The 
number may be used again, however, in the same row or 
column but as part of another run.

Double Crossword
The puzzles are different but both use the same grid

Fill the 6x6 grid with as many 
boxes as there are numbers printed. 
Each box must be either square or 
rectangular and must contain just 
one of the numbers. The numbers 
show how many squares there 
should be in each box.

The answers to the following five questions 
contain a word or words which have a common 
theme. Can you find the link?
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CROSS CODE
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Lisa Faulkner – see 
Question 8

 1. Which chemical element 
has the symbol B?

 2. The tenor Wynne Evans is 
most associated with which 
two words?

 3. Who, since 2011, has 
played DCI John Barnaby 
in the TV drama Midsomer 
Murders?

 4. ‘Open secret’ and ‘seriously 
funny’ are examples of 
which commonly used 
fi gure of speech?

 5. Which European port has 
the same name as a UK 
top 10 hit for the band 
Beautiful South?

 6. What is a mode of 
transport and a kick in 
rugby?

 7. Jeremy Corbyn represents 
which parliamentary 
constituency?

 8. Actress Lisa Faulkner 
is married to which 
Australian chef?

 9. In 2015, which female 
journalist succeeded Nick 
Robinson as the political 
editor of BBC News?

 10. The putting green in the 
grounds of the White 
House is named after which 
US president?

 1. It’s usual for novice to follow 
the girl (6)

 2. Stop because of the cold? (6)
 3. Cause another runner to fall 

when journey has fi nished (4,2)
 4. Unions broke agreement (6)
 6. Colliery brush used to clear 

explosives (11)
 8. Power from a heavenly body 

available on all but the dullest 
days (5,6)

 10. Encompassing part of ballet 
movement (3)

 12. Sly person on his own (3)
 14. Peter’s out to annoy (6)
 15. More sinister when there’s less 

light (6)
 16. Miss removal of internal church 

split (6)
 17. Despite being unwilling, affi rms 

the point (6)

 2. Well, despite having a seizure (3)

 5. Designer of the past (6)

 7. Grudge being despatched again (6)

 9. Nothing simple in an exceptional 
US city (11)

 10. Slips redesigned by the English 
and treated to give a wrinkled 
effect (6)

 11. Relative is apparently included (6)

 13. Put butter on bread for the meal 
(6)

 16. Doubly evil sailor (6)

 18. Fill to excess at a splendid price 
(11)

 19. Here’s a removal vehicle for 
somebody! (6)

 20. Superlatively bashful (6)

 21. Trimmed part of the border (3)
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1. What was the name of the racecourse 
betting operation sold to Betfred in 2011?

2. What name is given to a cluster of 
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4. Which national publication, founded by 
Lord Northcliffe in 1896, was the first 
British newspaper to sell a million copies a 
day?

5. ‘Good Vibrations’ and ‘I Get Around’ were 
hit songs for which American rock band?

1 The Tote; 
2 A hand; 
3 Punch; 
4 The Daily Mail; 
5 The Beach Boys. 
Common link: 
Types of bag.

Across – 2 How; 5 Stereo; 7 Raffia; 9 
Declaration; 10 Commit; 11 Hither; 13 
Wyvern; 16 Jut out; 18 Old King Cole; 
19 Middle; 20 Lashed; 21 Dye.
Down – 1 Studio; 2 Hobart; 3 Wreath; 
4 Fiancé; 6 Recommended; 8 
Flirtatious; 10 Cow; 12 Rat; 14 Yeovil; 
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off. Enter them in the appropriate squares in the main grid, then use 
your knowledge of words to work out which letters should go in the 
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As you get the letters, fill in other squares with the same number 
in the main grid and control grid. Check off the alphabetical list of 
letters as you identify them.

Each row and each column must contain the numbers 1 to 9, 
and so must each 3 x 3 box.
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Quick Across Quick Down

Fill in the blank squares in the grid with numbers so that each 
horizontal or vertical line adds up to the total given in the box 
either to the left or above it. Horizontal totals are given in the 
top right corners of the shaded boxes; vertical totals in the 
bottom left corners.You can use the numbers 1 to 9, but may 
not use the same number more than once in any run. The 
number may be used again, however, in the same row or 
column but as part of another run.
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The puzzles are different but both use the same grid

Fill the 6x6 grid with as many 
boxes as there are numbers printed. 
Each box must be either square or 
rectangular and must contain just 
one of the numbers. The numbers 
show how many squares there 
should be in each box.
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MUSIC & SOUND RECORDING

TIMBER KIT HOMES & CONSTRUCTION GARDEN SERVICES

PEST CONTROL

CLASSIFIEDSWest Coast

North Argyll House
Bealach an Righ, Oban, Argyll PA34 5TG

Currently recruiting for: 

Senior Carer - £10.25 - £10.88 per hour
Care Assistants from £9.18

Full and part-time permanent positions. 
Good pay and conditions. 

Experience not essential as training will be given. 
Paid breaks and pension scheme.

For an application form contact manager
 Morag A Telfer. 01631 562168 

Email info@northargyllhouse.org

NOTICE 
OF

CAMPBELTOWN FLOOD PROTECTION SCHEME 2020
BY

ARGYLL AND BUTE COUNCIL (‘the Council’)
PURSUANT TO

FLOOD RISK MANAGEMENT (SCOTLAND) ACT 2009 (‘the Act’)
And 

FLOOD RISK MANAGEMENT (FLOOD PROTECTION SCHEMES, POTENTIALLY 
VULNERABLE AREAS AND LOCAL PLAN DISTRICTS) (SCOTLAND) REGULATIONS 

2010 (AS AMENDED) (‘the Regulations’) 

NOTICE is hereby given in terms of paragraph 10, and paragraph 1 of Schedule 2 of the 
above Act that on 5th December 2019 Argyll and Bute Council con� rmed the proposed 

CAMPBELTOWN FLOOD PROTECTION SCHEME 2020 with modi� cation. The � nal 
decision was made in accordance with section 60 and paragraph 9 of Schedule 2 of the 

above Act and Parts II, III and IV of the above Regulations.
In accordance with paragraph 11 of Schedule 2 of the above Act the CAMPBELTOWN 

FLOOD PROTECTION SCHEME 2020 will become operative six weeks after notice of its 
con� rmation is � rst published in a locally circulating newspaper, as is required under 

paragraph 10(2)(d) of Schedule 2 of the above Act, unless an appeal in accordance with 
paragraph 12 of Schedule 2 of the above Act is made against the Scheme i.e. in the 

period 15th May to 26th June 2020 inclusive.
An appeal is to be made by way of summary application to the Sheri�  of the Sheri� dom 

on North Strathclyde at: Sheri�  Court House, St Marnock Street, Kilmarnock, KA1 1ED 
(hub court for Campbeltown Sheri�  Court). 

The grounds on which a decision can be appealed are: (a) that the con� rmed scheme 
breaches the restriction in section 61(3) or does not comply with the requirement in 
section 61(4) of the above Act; (b) that, in reaching the decision, the local authority 
erred in law; or (c) that there was a failure to comply with a procedural requirement 
contained in Schedule 2 of the above Act or the above Regulations. The Sheri�  may, 

on the application of the appellant, suspend the operation of the scheme, or any part 
of it, either generally or insofar as it a� ects any interest in land which the appellant 
has, pending determination of the appeal. If the Sheri�  is satis� ed that the interests 

of the applicant have been substantially prejudiced, as detailed in paragraph 12(7) of 
Schedule 2 of the above Act, then the Sheri�  may uphold the appeal and quash the 
scheme, or any part of it either generally or insofar as it a� ects the interest in land 

which the appellant has.
Pippa Milne, Chief Executive, Kilmory, Lochgilphead, Argyll, PA31 8RT

TRANSPORT SCOTLAND

MARINE (SCOTLAND) ACT 2010
SEAWALL REPAIRS, SOUTH OF INVERARAY 
JAIL, INVERARAY
Notice is hereby given that BEAR Scotland 
has applied to the Scottish Ministers of the 
Scottish Government, under Part 4 of the 
Marine (Scotland) Act 2010, in respect of 
seawall repairs at:

Cost £23,000
Location Latitude Longitude
South of 

Inveraray 
Jail, 

Inveraray

56° 13.732’ N 005° 04.493’ W
56° 13.731’ N 005° 04.492’ W
56° 13.491’ N 005° 04.617’ W
56° 13.424’ N 005° 04.670’ W
56° 13.373’ N 005° 04.722’ W
56° 13.288’ N 005° 04.925’ W
56° 13.288’ N 005° 04.927’ W
56° 13.374’ N 005° 04.724’ W
56° 13.424’ N 005° 04.674’ W
56° 13.492’ N 005° 04.619’ W

 (WGS84)
Plans showing the position of the works 
may be inspected at https://bit.ly/34omuRY
Objections relating to safety of navigation 
or environmental issues in respect of the 
application should be made by email to: 
MS.MarineLicensing@gov.scot within 28 days 
of the date of this notice, quoting reference: 
07276 and BEAR Scotland. 

Fair Processing Notice
The Scottish Government’s Marine Scotland 
Licensing Operations Team (MS-LOT) 
determine applications for marine licences 
under the Marine (Scotland) Act 2010 and the 
Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009. During 
the consultation process any person having 
an interest in the outcome of the application 
may make representation to MS-LOT. The 
representation may contain personal 
information, for example a name or address. 
This representation will only be used for the 
purpose of determining an application and 
will be stored securely in the Scottish 
Government’s official corporate record. 
Representations will be shared with the 
applicant and/or agent acting on behalf of the 
applicant, any people or organisations that 
we consult in relation to the application and, 
where necessary, be published online, 
however personal information will be 
removed before sharing or publishing.
A full privacy notice can be found at: http://
www.gov.scot/Topics/marine/Licensing/
marine/PrivacyNotice. If you are 
unable to access this, or you have 
any queries or concerns about how 
your personal information will be 
handled, contact MS-LOT at: ms.
marinelicensing@gov.scot.
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Argyll and Bute Council
PLANNING

The applications listed below together with the plans and other 
documents submitted with them may be viewed electronically through 
Argyll and Bute Council website at www.argyll-bute.gov.uk. Having 
regard to Schedule 6, Part 3, s10 of the Coronavirus (Scotland) Act 
2020, documents are only available to inspect electronically at this 
time. Customers requiring assistance can contact us by e-mail: 
planning.hq@argyll-bute.gov.uk or tel. 01546 605518.

TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT 
PROCEDURE (SCOTLAND) REGULATIONS 2013 REGULATION 
20(1) ADVERT STATEMENT 
TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING (SCOTLAND) ACT 1997 
(AS AMENDED), RELATED PLANNING (LISTED BUILDINGS 
AND CONSERVATION AREAS) (SCOTLAND) ACT 1997
Ref. No. Proposal Site Address 
20/00598/PP Refurbishment and external 

alterations including; erection 
of entrance porch extension, 
formation of dormer windows, 
rooflights and garden terrace, 
revised driveway and parking 
provision

Rockcliffe Garval Road 
Tarbert  
Argyll And Bute  
PA29 6TR

20/00739/PP Erection of dwellinghouse and 
installation of septic tank

Plot 2 Corriechrevie 
Land North Of Taigh 
Sona Clachan Tarbert 
Argyll And Bute  
PA29 6XW

20/00683/PP Change of use of land for the 
siting of timber clad modular 
building for use as office/
welfare facilities for a period 
of 5 years

Land Inbetween  
Arran View And 
The Car Park Carradale 
Campbeltown Argyll 
And Bute PA28 6SD

20/00762/PP Erection of dwellinghouse, 
detached garage and 
formation of vehicular access

Land North Of 
Bellgrove High 
Askomil Campbeltown 
Argyll And Bute

Written comments can be submitted online http://www.argyll-bute.
gov.uk/planning-and-environment/find-and-comment-planning-
applications or to Argyll and Bute Council, Development Management, 
Kilmory Castle, Lochgilphead, Argyll, PA31 8RT within 21 days of this 
advert. Please quote the reference number in any correspondence. 
Any letter of representation the Council receives is considered a 
public document and will be published on our website. Anonymous 
or marked confidential correspondence will not be considered. 
A weekly list of all applications can be viewed on the Councils 
website. Customers are requested to use electronic communication 
where possible during the coronavirus pandemic  
as our ability to process postal mail is restricted. 
To find out more about living and working  
in Argyll & Bute visit us at:
www.argyll-bute.gov.uk
Comhairle Earra – Ghàidheal agus Bhòid

� nd us on 
facebook
www.facebook.com/
campbeltowncourier
www.facebook.com/
argyllshireadvertiser
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TO PLACE YOUR ADVERT IN THE CAMPBELTOWN COURIER:
TELEPHONE: 01631 568000
Lines open: Mon to Fri 9am- 5pm
E-MAIL: adverts@obantimes.co.uk
Please remember to give your name, address, postcode and phone number.

Sponsored by 
NFU Mutual
Campbeltown. 
Call Chris Husthwaite
on 01586 552 428 
for your 
insurance needs

Forage experts have warned 
recent weather conditions 
could bring challenges to 
silage-making which, if le�  
unchecked, could seriously 
reduce silage quality and 
generate gases which could 
endanger human and animal 
health.

� e challenges stem from the 
unusually hot, dry spell across 
much of the country through 
April which saw many farmers 
spreading high volumes of 
slurry on to grassland in a 
short space of time. Because 
conditions remained generally 
dry, little of the nutrition from 
this slurry will have been 
taken up immediately by the 
growing plant. However, the 
onset of warm, wet weather 
over recent days will have 
encouraged a sudden uptake 

of nitrates and a spike in grass 
growth. � e high nitrate levels 
which accumulate in the grass 
have several implications, ac-
cording to independent silage 
specialist Dr David Davies of 
Silage Solutions.

He said: ‘Nitrates act as a 
bu� er and will prevent the 
required drop in silage pH. 
While this means there will 
be a poor fermentation, it 
also leads to a more sinister 
side-e� ect.

‘� e poor fermentation re-
sults in a slow pH decline and 
the nitrates in the grass can 
then be converted to nitrogen 
dioxide,’ he said. ‘� is is a 
brown gas which can occa-
sionally be seen when a clamp 
is being � lled or may occur 
shortly a� er sheeting. It will 
roll downwards as it’s heavier 

than air and persist for a day 
or more. � e problem with 
this gas is that it is converted 
to nitric acid when it comes 
into contact with water which 
can cause serious, permanent 
damage when breathed into 
the lungs.’

� is damage, known col-
loquially as silo gas disease, 
can be fatal in humans and 
animals and is the explanation 
for the rare loss of sheds of 
livestock housed adjacent to 
silage clamps. If the gas is seen 
at or soon a� er silage making, 
Dr Davies’ advice is to move 
away from the clamp.

He said: ‘Remove any live-
stock from adjoining housing 
and seek medical assistance 
if exposure is suspected in 
anyone working on the farm.’

Measures can be taken to sig-

ni� cantly cut the risk and Dr 
Davies advises farmers to send 
grass samples to be analysed 
for nitrates and crude protein 
before making their silage.

‘Crude protein above 18 per 
cent could imply a problem 
and if nitrate is above 0.25 per 

cent in the freshweight, I would 
strongly recommend waiting 
before cutting,’ he said.

‘Nitrates between 0.15 per 
cent and 0.25 per cent could 
still be problematic for fer-
mentation,’ he added. ‘� is is 
not only because they raise the 

bu� ering capacity of forage 
but also because high nitrate 
is biologically linked with low 
grass sugar – the substrate 
needed for fermentation.

‘I’d therefore recommend 
using a high-strength chemi-
cal additive, proven to inhibit 
growth of clostridia and 
enterobacteria, rather than a 
bacterial inoculant and just 
hoping for a good fermenta-
tion. By killing these harmful 
bacteria, which are likely to 
be abundant on swards which 
had slurry applied that had not 
‘washed-in’, you reduce the risk 
of undesirable fermentation 
and make far better silage.’

Furthermore, silage without 
either enterobacteria or 
clostridia will be far more 
palatable and better for animal 
health and performance.

Extra care with � rst silage cut advised

Nitrate contamination of silage.

MOBILE CATTLE SYSTEM (WITH JOINING PINS)
FROM £1,595.00 + VAT 
**Crush Gate optional extra**  £599.00

As standard our Mobile Cattle System comes with a 60 feet holding pen and 20 feet race, 
one sliding gate and all joining pins/stakes included. Our system will safely hold 45 fully 
grown cattle (approximately).

The system is easy to move and erect where required and can be easily modifi ed to suit 
your requirements. Also ideal for TB Testing and the cattle sliding gate gives full control of 
the livestock from outside the race and stops the race from spreading out. 

Main features:

• Made from heavy tubular steal

• All hurdles are 6 railed x 1.75 m high

• A funnel is incorporated into the 
  race-way

• All hot dipped galvanised fi nish

• 3000mm (3 m) long

• 20 feet race

• 60 feet holding pen

• Includes all joining pins/stakes

• Total 200 feet of penning

Parts list:

• 10 x 3m (6 railed) Cattle Hurdles

• 12 x Joining Pins/Stakes

• 1 x Sliding Gate

FARMGATES UK
 Unbeatable value and quality on mobile cattle systems

NATIONWIDE 
DELIVERY £100+VAT on all orders over 

£1595 +VAT

MOBILE SHEEP SYSTEM
ON SALE FROM £1450.00 + VAT 
(RRP from £3400 plus VAT)
The system is easy to move and erect 
where required and can be easily 
modifi ed to suit your requirements
MAIN FEATURES:
• Made from high-tensile steel
• All hurdles are 8 railed x 970mm high
• All hot-dipped galvanised fi nish
• 3000mm (3m) long
• Includes all joining pins/stakes

OPTION 1
10-feet race and 8-feet 
holding pen 
£1450.00 + VAT
Comes with aN 80-feet 
holding pen and 10-feet 
race, 2x 2 feet swing 
gates and all joining 
pins/stakes included. 
Our system will safely 
hold 100 fully grown 
sheep (approx.)
PARTS LIST:
• 10 x 3m (8 railed) 

sheep hurdles
• 12 x Joining pins/

stakes
• 2 x 2 feet swing gates

OPTION 2
20-feet race, 100-feet holding pen
£1795.00 + VAT

Comes with a 100-feet holding pen and 
20-feet race, 2 x 2-feet swing gates and 
all joining pins/stakes included. Our 
system will safely hold 150 fully grown 
sheep (approx)
PARTS LIST:
• 14 x 3m (8 railed) sheep hurdles
• 12 x joining pins/stakes
• 2 x 2-feet swing gates

Portable Hurdles Shown 
with Saracen Yoke Gate 
with super Scoop.

Ultimate fl exibtility you 
cannot improve upon

For more information or to place an order please send Farmgates UK Ltd a message: 
Email: farm.gates@yahoo.com or call Ronnie Finney on 07789 276354
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�e Scottish farming indus-
try’s focus remains �rmly on 
keeping food and drink on 
the nation’s table during the 
coronavirus pandemic, writes 
NFU Scotland vice president 
Martin Kennedy on the NFU 
Scotland website.

However, in the background, 
NFU Scotland continues to 
recognise its responsibility to 
respond to climate change.

‘NFUS recognises the risk 
climate change poses and why 
we are committed to continue 
playing an active role in 
tackling it,’ said Mr Kennedy. 
‘We want to see an approach 
to mitigate climate change that 
also enhances biodiversity and 
drives bene�ts for food pro-
duction and for our landscapes 
and communities.

‘We need to take opportuni-
ties to adopt management and 
measurement tools. We know 
this can bring win-win solu-
tions: small changes to more 

Climate responsibilities not 
forgotten amid pandemic

e�cient farming methods can 
cut greenhouse gases per unit 
of food produced while deliv-
ering �nancial wins for farm 
businesses.

We must continue to make 
decisions based on the most 
relevant and up-to-date sci-
enti�c evidence. It is crucial 
we are not selective with our 
approach – even if we discover 
things that don’t seem at �rst 
to be to our liking.

‘We know recovery from 
COVID-19 will present unique 
challenges for all of society, 
businesses and government. 
Despite this uncertainty, 
Scottish farmers remain 
committed to producing high 
quality food in a way that 
reduces our carbon footprint 
and protects the environment.’

�e union’s ground-breaking 
work in partnership with the 
Scottish Environment, Food 
and Agriculture Research 
Institutes (SEFARI) will bring 

clarity on the impact Scottish 
agriculture has on the climate 
when it is published over the 
coming weeks, summarising 
current knowledge and show-
ing an accurate picture of ag-
riculture, highlighting where 
there is certainty and areas 
where we need more research.

‘Scotland is already recog-
nised as being well ahead of the 
curve when it comes to climate 
change and so long as we con-
tinue to drive positive meas-
ures to improve our position, 
market opportunities for our 
products can only increase,’ 
concluded Mr Kennedy.

Right: NFUS vice president 
Martin Kennedy. 

www.caledonian-marts.com

STIRLING AUCTION CENTRE 
Tel:  01786 450922            Fax:  01786 473332

Tuesdays
Weekly sale of prime hoggets, lambs and sale of cast ewes.

Thursdays
Weekly sale of prime cattle, young bulls and OTM Cattle.

Monday 18th May
Fortnightly sale of store cattle, young bulls also Native bred cattle. 

Wednesday 20th May
Sale of Store Hoggets, Breeding Sheep to include Ewes & Hoggets with 

Lambs at foot.
Also sale of Young Calves & Stirks.

Monday 25th May
150 Breeding Cattle to incorporate annual consignments from Pitcairn & 

West Thomaston.
Further Details on any of the above sales and upto date trends  

please contact
Alastair Logan 07713 342514

Oliver Shearman 07730 046252
James Scott 07444 836360

Callum Buchanan 07542 917531
View our Market Reports on our website and facebook.
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FUNERAL DIRECTORS

CONDITIONS OF ACCEPTANCE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS
YOUR attention is drawn to the following terms and conditions which 
relate to the placing of advertisements in all publications owned by Wyvex 
Media Limited.
Parties to this agreement are the Publisher, Wyvex Media Limited Limited 
on the one part and the Advertiser on the other part.  The Publisher 
publishes newspapers, magazines, books and provides advertising space 
therein or provides for the delivery of advertising materials to the public 
within these publications.
1   Advertising copy shall be legal, decent, honest and truthful and comply 
with the British Code of Advertising Practice and all other codes.
2   The Publisher does not guarantee the insertion of any particular 
advertisement.
3   The Publisher reserves the right to cancel or alter the advertisement by 
giving reasonable notice.
4   An order for an advertisement shall be deemed to be made on acceptance 

of the advertisers’ order by the Publisher whether placed by telephone, 
mail, fax or in person.
5   Cancellation of display advertising must be received by the Publisher 
before the publishing deadline, failing which, the publisher reserves the 
right to invoice the customer in full for the whole cost of the advertisement.
6   The parties submit to the jurisdiction of the Scottish Courts and Scots 
Law.  In the event of any dispute or action by the Publisher to recover 
payment from an advertiser, it is agreed that matters will be settled in the 
Oban, Argyll Sheriff Court or such other Court as the Publisher may choose.
7   The Publisher shall not be liable for any loss or damage occasioned by 
any total or partial failure (however caused) of publication or distribution 
of any newspaper or edition in which any advertisement is scheduled to 
appear.  In the event of any error, misprint or omission in the printing of an 
advertisement or part of an advertisement, the Publisher will either re-insert 
the advertisement or relevant part of the advertisement, as the case may 

be, or make reasonable refund or adjustment to the cost. No re-insertion, 
refund or adjustment will be made where the error, misprint or omission 
does not materially detract from the advertisement.
8   Errors must be notified to the Publisher in writing within fourteen days 
of publication.  In no circumstances shall the total liability of the Publisher 
for any error, misprint or omission exceed the amount of a full refund of any 
price paid to the Publisher for the particular advertisement in connection 
with which liability arose or the cost of a further or corrective advertisement 
of a type and standard reasonably comparable to that in connection with 
which liability arose.
9   The Advertiser/Advertising Agency agrees to indemnify the Publisher in 
respect of all costs, damages or other charges falling upon the publication 
as the result of legal actions or threatened legal actions arising from 
the publication of the advertisement in any one or more of a series of 
advertisements published in accordance with copy instructions supplied to 

the publication in pursuance of the Advertiser/Advertising Agency order.
10   Adverts under the value of £75 must be paid on acceptance of order 
by the Publisher.  All advertising on a credit basis must be agreed with 
the Publisher in advance.
11  Payment of any invoice raised by the Publisher will be due 15 days from 
the date of invoice or as otherwise directed on the invoice.  In the event 
of non-payment the Publisher may charge late payment interest at a rate 
of 2% and this is chargeable on a daily basis from the due date until the 
bill is paid.  In addition the Publisher may charge a late payment levy of 
£10 as an administration fee.  In the event of late payment the Publisher 
reserves the right to disallow any discounts given and to raise an additional 
invoice for the discount which will be treated as though it has been raised 
with the original invoice.
12  A request to insert an advertisement assumes acceptance of our 
conditions.

Est. 1978Funeral Directors
& Monumental Suppliers

T.A.Blair LtdT.A.Blair Ltd
Funeral Directors

& Monumental Suppliers

Burnside Street, Campbeltown
Funerals carried out in Campbeltown, 

Kintyre and throughout the UK
For personal attention assured at all times
Telephone Alasdair, Kenneth or Rhys

(01586) 552918 or Mobile 07810 443473
blairfunerals@btinternet.com

Agents for

� nd us on 
facebook
www.facebook.com/
argyllshireadvertiser

Thought for the Week
with Marilyn Shedden

CONTACTUS
email us at editor@argllshireadvertiser.co.uk
telephone 01546 602345

It was as � at as the proverbial pancake. Not 
a � icker of life, not a spark. Maggie’s car 
battery was drained of life.

We had jump leads, but at a length of two 
metres and with the position of Maggie’s 
car, we couldn’t get a car near enough to 
jump start it. We were at a loss to know 
what to do. So we phoned a friend. We 
explained our problem to our neighbour 
Joe and he gave the problem some thought.

Soon he came round with a long piece of 
electrical cable and a knife.

‘I’m not sure if this will work,’ said Joe, 
‘I’ve never tried it before.’

Joe connected the jump leads to Maggie’s 
car battery, then with two lengths of wire, 
he connected the other ends of the leads to 
the respective battery terminals on his car.

Joe switched on his engine and let it run 
for a few minutes.

‘Try it now,’ said Joe.
Holding our breath, we waited as Maggie 

turned the key.
To our great jubilation, the engine splut-

tered into life. All it needed was a power 
source.

Maybe some of us feel at this time we 
need to be plugged into a power source to 
recharge our batteries. For some of us that 
power source may be God and through 
Jesus Christ we can � nd strength again 
when we are � lled with God’s renewing 
spirit. For some, the power source may be 
through Allah or Buddha, the Brahman or 
the Gurus, or through Jehovah, the faithful 
God of the Jewish people.

For some, the source of power comes 
through meditation or a connection  with 
the living natural world.

Whichever it is, I wish you peace in the 
power and strength in your spirit.

An Suidhe applications open
� e latest period has opened to apply for grants 
of up to £9,000 from the An Suidhe Wind Farm 
community fund.

Community groups and charities can apply 
covering the areas of Inveraray, Furnace, 
Dalavich or Eredine. 

Applications should be submitted by October 
5, and forms and information can be found at 

Online art classes continue to thrive around 
Ardfern, inspired and led by Hannah To� s.

Last week’s artwork theme drew some fantastic 
cake-related creations, and the theme for next 
week – to be submitted by Monday May 18 – will 
be ‘spring fruit or veg’.

Keep up with the art gallery on the Craignish 
Community Facebook page.

ARDFERN

One of the imaginative cake creations from 
last week. 

ARGYLL AND BUTE
Do you have a phone, tablet or laptop sitting in 
a drawer unused and gathering dust that could 
be recycled for use by families and individuals 
in need?

Argyll and Bute Council’s Community 
Learning team would welcome any donations to 
the Digital Connections project. NYour disused 

While coronavirus movement restrictions 
remain in place, some aspects of life are, little 
by little, creeping back. One such development 
is at the Cairndow Here We Are centre, next to 
the Tree Shop.

Cairndow Post O�  ce, housed within Here We 
Are, is to reopen on Tuesday May 19. � e post 
o�  ce will be open on Tuesdays, Wednesdays 
and � ursdays from 10am to 12.30pm.

CAIRNDOW

tech could help families and individuals in need 
to become digitally connected, which could be 
invaluable for staying in touch with family and 
friends, for well-being and learning, as well as 
helping with everyday tasks such as shopping, 
ordering prescriptions and banking.

To donate or � nd out more, contact the team 
via the ABC Community Learning - Mid Argyll 
and Tarbert Facebook page.

INVERARAY

Kayla’s beautiful painting. 

Inveraray rainbow prizes
� e winners of Inveraray Community Council’s 
‘paint a rainbow’ competion have been 
announced.

Youngsters were invited to paint their rainbow 
for display on the protective timber fencing 
around Inveraray Community Centre.

In � rst place was Josh Macdougall, with Ryan 
McCulloch second and Kayla Wilson third.

Inveraray Community Council convenor 
Linda Divers said: ‘I’m glad I didn’t need to 
judge as they were all great and really brighten 
up the fence. 

‘� anks to Inveraray surgery and DJ and 
Jacquie for prizes. Well done to all the 
youngsters.’

www.foundationscotland.org.uk/programmes/
an-suidhe For further information contact 
Foundation Scotland on 0131 524 0300 or 
communitybene� t@foundationscotland.org.uk 
by email.



Rev Rodger Crooks  
01586 554589 

www.campbeltownfree-
church.co.uk

Scottish Charity Number: 
SC046745

CAMPBELTOWN 
COMMUNITY 

CHURCH

We invite you to join us 
for our weekly online 
service available from 

10:30 each Sunday 
morning,

on our Facebook page 
and website

Pastor Mark Jasper
01586 554 092

pastor@campbeltown-
communitychurch.co.uk
www.campbeltowncom-

munitychurch.co.uk
SC043322

ARDRISHAIG
AND SOUTH 
KNAPDALE
PARISHES

“Come, listen to my tale 
of Jonah and ?”

(Jonah 3)
Refl ection are available

at the gates
of the churches

SPRINGBANK 
EVANGELICAL 

CHURCH

75 Longrow, 
Campbeltown

Regular messages and 
devotionals will be 

recorded and available 
on: www.springbank-

church.org.uk
Meetings will not take 

place until further notice.
Pastor Steve Davies

01586 551200
SC014646

ST KIERAN RC 
CHURCH

St. John Street, 
Campbeltown
01586 552160

Rev Tony Wood
stkieransrc.org

All public masses 
suspended for the 
foreseeable future
Anyone requiring 

pastoral care or help 
please contact 
Father Tony

(SC002876)
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HIGHLAND PARISH 
CHURCH OF 
SCOTLAND

South Kintyre Team 
Ministry

Serving Campbeltown 
Highland, Carradale and 

Southend Parishes

Charity Number:SC002493
Ministers: 

Revd Steve Fulcher
Revd Chris Fulcher

01586830504
During the Lockdown 

recorded Sunday worship 
is available on our website 

www.kintyreparishes.org.uk

SALVATION ARMY

All services and group 
meetings are currently 

cancelled due to the 
coronavirus outbreak

If we can be of any 
assistance to anyone 

during this time please 
call us on 01586 552046

Major Ruth Russell
Scottish Charity Number 

SCO09359

CAMPBELTOWN 
FREE CHURCH

George Street, 
Campbeltown

There will be no 
services in the church 
building until further 

notice.
Rev Rodger Crooks 

will record the service 
for this Sunday and it 

will be available on our 
website (see below) and 

on YouTube. 
Please contact us if you 
require help or would 

like someone to talk to or 
pray with you.

CHURCH NOTICES 

CHURCH NOTICES 

SCOTTISH 
EPISCOPAL 

CHURCH
in Mid-Argyll & Arran

DAILY WORSHIP
@ChristChurch
Lochgilphead

Fr Simon Mackenzie
01546 602315

ST MARGARET’S RC 
CHURCH

Church building closed 
and all masses suspend-
ed until further notice 
For the most up to date 
information visit our 

website: www.lochgilp-
headcatholic.com or our 

Facebook page.
lochgilphead@

rcdai.org.uk 
Fr Ronald Campbell

01546 602380
(SCO002876)

NORTH KNAPDALE 
PARISH CHURCH
charity number SC001002

Although our buildings 
are closed 

we are still active.
Our website is full of 

information &
links to keep you 

informed & 
provide opportunities for 

worship on-line
Please look it up & keep 

in touch
www.northknapdale.org

THANK YOU 
Nettie Semple would like to 

thank everyone very much for 
the cards, presents, � owers and 

phone calls received on the 
occasion of her 90th birthday. 

Again many, many thanks.

PERSONAL NOTICES

God; powerful and loving, really?
Surely COVID 19 has proved one thing beyond 
doubt: God is not all powerful AND all loving.

If he is powerful, he cań t be loving because he 
has not stopped the virus. By the same logic, if he 
is loving his power is limited. 

Yet the Bible maintains he is both. 
He is loving: Psalm 86:15 tells us that he is ‘a 

God merciful and gracious, slow to anger and 
abounding in steadfast love and faithfulness.’

He is also powerful: Psalm 147:5 states ‘Great is 
our Lord and abundant in power.’

How so? Let me ask you to suppose for a mo-
ment that what the bible says about eternity is 
actually true; that we are not limited by the life 
expectancy of our earthly existence, but are in 
fact what the author CS Lewis called ‘immortal 

beings’. Not immortal in the sense that God is 
immortal, for unlike God, we all had a begin-
ning; but immortal in the sense that our lives are 
not limited by the frailty of our earthly bodies. 
Suppose this life is NOT all there is. If the bible 
is true, this sense of eternity is not so hard to 
imagine. It tells us ‘God has put eternity into the 
human heart’.

Now, imagine that what the bible says about sin 
is also true, it is in essence a rejection of our cre-
ator, and has brought not only separation from 
him in this life and the inevitable consequence of 
physical death, but also eternal separation from 
him.

Suppose too that this creator God allowed us to 
go through life blissfully unaware of the eternal 

consequences of our actions, arriving at an unex-
pected and unprepared for death? Would he be 
loving by any measure, to allow his creatures to 
enter eternity unaware they would be separated 
from him for ever?

Let me turn again to the pen of CS Lewis: ‘� ere 
is kindness in love: but love and kindness are not 
the same thing, kindness alone cares not whether 
its object becomes either good or bad, provided 
only that it escapes su� ering. It is for people whom 
we care nothing about that we demand happiness 
on any terms, but with our friends, our lovers, our 
children, we are exacting and would rather see 
them su� er much than be happy in contemptible 
and estranging modes. If God is love, he is by 
de� nition something more than mere kindness. 

And it appears, from all the records, that though 
he has o� en rebuked us and condemned us, he 
has never regarded us with contempt. He has paid 
us the intolerable compliment of loving us, in the 
deepest, most tragic, most inexorable sense.’

For our powerful Creator has indeed ‘so loved 
the world that he gave his only Son’; to wear a 
Corona: a crown of thorns, to die in su� ocating 
agony, to bear the penalty for sin, to make a way 
for his enemies to have eternal joy. No virus can 
jeopardise that death defeating love.

As CS Lewis observed: ‘God whispers in our 
pleasures, but he shouts to us in our pain’. Are we 
ready to hear?

Mark Jasper, 
Pastor Campbeltown Community Church

BIRTHS
MACLEAN - Charles 
and Morven would like 
to announce the birth 
of Siobhan's little sister 
Seonaid Helen Catriona 
born at Campbeltown 
Hospital on March 26, 
2020. � anks to all local 
midwives but especially 
Helen Fairbairn for her love 
and support.
MILLAR - Eoghan and 
Laura née Arthur are 
delighted to announce the 
birth of their daughter 
Marsaili Barbara on March 
27, 2020. Granddaughter to 
Robert Eric and Barbara, 
Lochgilphead and Michael 
and Pearl, Braidwood, 
Carluke. Cousin to Eilish, 
Anna, Ruairidh and Olivia.

RAMSAY - Stephen 
and Carol are delighted 

to announce the safe 
arrival of Gregor on April 

20, 2020. Perfect little 
brother for Lyle. Special 
thanks to midwives at 

Campbeltown Maternity 
and Royal  Alexandra 

Hospital, Paisley in these 
very challenging times. 

Both families are over the 
moon.

DIAMOND WEDDING
NEWLANDS - FLETCHER 
- On Friday, May 20, 1960 
at the Argyll Arms Hotel, 
Campbeltown by the late 
Rev John Cormack, Hugh to 
Bertha. Best wishes from the 
family at home and Canada.

DEATHS
CONNER - Wylie 
Conner, age 77, formerly of 
Campbeltown, passed away 
on May 7, 2020 in Bradford 
Royal In� rmary. Much 
loved and devoted husband 
of Janet Conner, loving 
father to David and Stuart 
and proud Pops to Finlay 
and Ailsa. � e funeral will 
be held on May 27, 2020 at 
Dewsbury Crematorium, 
close family only due to 
current restrictions. He will 
be greatly missed by all who 
knew him.
MACVICAR - Peacefully 
at Ardfenaig Residential 
Home, Ardrishaig on May 
8, 2020, Margaret (Nurse) 

MacVicar, in her 100th 
year, late of 8 Seaside Park, 
Ardrishaig. Beloved wife of 
the late Archibald and dearly 
loved mother of Donald, and 
mother-in-law of Moira. 
Adored granny of Colin, 
Mairi, Alistair and Kirsty. 
Great-granny of Patrick and 
Sophia. Dear sister of the late 
Colina and Katie. A good 
neighbour and dear friend 
to many in the local area. 
A private family service 
was held at Achnabreac 
Cemetery on � ursday May 
14, 2020. 
MCDONALD - Peacefully 
at home, 106 Smith Drive, 
Campbeltown, on May 
12, 2020, George Stirrat 
McDonald, in his 80th year, 
dearly beloved husband of 
Margaret, much loved father 
of Angela, Stuart and Fiona, 
father-in-law of Archie, 
Jane and Davie, loving 
grandfather of Paul, Graeme, 
Julie, Gavin, Danielle, 
Nicole, Brad, Mitch, Rio and 
Bailey and great-grandfather 
of Arran. Funeral service 
private in line with current 
government guidelines.
RONALD - Peacefully at 
home 31 Lorne Campbell 
Court, Campbeltown, on 
May 12, 2020, Elizabeth  
Bruce McMurchy 
McKinven, in her 86th year, 
dearly beloved wife of the 
late Archie Ronald, formerly 
of Largiebaan, Southend, 
much loved mother of 
Archibald, Charles, Neil 
and the late James, loving 
granny of Iain, Mairi, 
Eilidh, Cameron, Beth 
and James. Funeral service 
private in line with current 
government guidelines.
WILSON - Peacefully at 
home, 9 Kilkerran Road, 
Campbeltown on May 5, 
2020, Mary Campbell Watt 
Mauchline, in her 82nd year, 
dearly beloved wife of the 
late Hugh Wilson, much 
loved mum of William, 
Robert, Hugh and James and 
a loving granny and great-
granny. Funeral service 
private in line with current 
government guidelines.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
BROWN - Cathie and the 
family of Tom would like to 
thank the congregation of 
the Highland Parish Church 
for all the cards, thoughts 
and prayers on his passing. 
Much appreciated and so 
many happy memories. We 
would also like to thank all 
at Woodlands for the cards. 
It is much appreciated. God 
bless.

MACIVER - Sheena, John 
and Stuart would like to 
thank family, friends and 
neighbours for all the cards, 
phone calls and messages 
received a� er the sad passing 
of Archie. � anks to the sta�  
at Ardenlee Care Home, 
Dunoon and the doctors and 
nurses at ward J North of the 
Inverclyde Royal hospital 
for all their care. � anks to 
the Rev David Carruthers 
for his comforting words at 
the graveside, Morna for the 
lovely � oral tributes and to 
the cemetery sta�  for their 
assistance. Finally, grateful 
thanks to the � rm of Donald 
MacDonald undertakers for 
all their guidance, care and 
attention.
SHAW - � e family would 
like to thank everyone 
for their many kind 
expressions of sympathy 
following the sad passing of 
Margaret. Special thanks to 
Carrgomm, District Nurses 
and sta�  at the Mid Argyll 
Hospital for all the kindness 
and care shown to Margaret 
over the years. � anks also 
to Rev. Hilda Smith and 
Roddy MacDonald and sta�  
for a very personal service at 
such a di�  cult time.
WILSON - � e family 
of the late Mary Wilson 
would like to express their 
heartfelt thanks to everyone 
for their kind expressions 
of sympathy they received 
following the death of their 
beloved Mum. Special 
thanks to the Macmillan 
and community nurses who 
provided Mary with the care 
and support required that 
enabled her to be at home 
in her � nal days with her 
family by her side. � anks 
also to Rev. William Crossan 
for his comforting graveside 
service and to Kenneth 
and Rhys Blair for their 
professional guidance. � ey 
would also like to thank Ian 
and neighbours for their 
support to Mary over the 
years and to everyone who 
paid their respects to Mary 
on her � nal journey which 
was a great comfort to the 
family at this di�  cult time.

MEMORIAMS
SLOSS - In loving memory 
of Christopher, who died 
May 16, 2010. 
Years have gone since you 
were here, 
But in our eyes there is still 
a tear, 
In our hearts you will always 
stay, 
We love and miss you every 
day. 
- Mum.

SLOSS - In memory of 
Christopher, who died May 
16, 2010.
To us he was someone 
special,
Someone set apart,
His memory will live 
forever,
Engraved within our 
hearts.
- Gran, Granda, sister 
Pamela and brother Daniel.
SLOSS - In loving memory 
of Christopher who was 
taken from us on May 16, 
2010.
Gone from our sight but 
never from our hearts,
Love and miss you loads.
- Love auntie Caroline and 
uncle Tam and family.
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Kayaker Jack ready for epic 
coastline charity challenge 
A kayaker is hoping lockdown 
restrictions will be eased in 
time for an epic paddle around 
Scotland – including the beau-
tiful Argyll coastline.

Later this summer Jack 
Gatacre plans to travel almost 
700 miles in a fortnight with 
his Taran 18 kayak to raise 
money for charity.

� e journey will start and 
� nish in the � shing village of 
Pittenweem, Fife,  and take 
him as far north as Elgin 
and as far south as Westport, 
Kintyre.

Jack is raising money for � e 
Fishermen’s Mission in honour 
of his girlfriend’s father who 
is now retired from 50 years 
of � shing out of Pittenweem, 
where he still lives.

Jack's epic kayak tour will 
pass Edinburgh, Falkirk, 
enter the Forth and Clyde 
Canal to Glasgow, then pass 
the isle of Arran, Kintyre, 
Jura, Scarba, Mull and Fort 
William before joining the 
Caledonian Canal past Loch 
Lochy, Fort Augustus, Loch 
Ness and Inverness, then 
entering the North Sea to pass 
Nairn, Lossiemouth, Buckie, 
Fraserburgh, Peterhead, 
Aberdeen, Montrose, 
Arbroath, Dundee and St 
Andrews before returning to 
Pittenweem.

‘Whilst � shing is a great and 
noble trade, culture and way of 
life, it can also be di�  cult and 
dangerous for � shermen and 
their families,’ said Jack.

‘� is year has been particu-
larly di�  cult for � shermen 
� nancially as COVID-19 has 
reduced the value of their catch 
to such an extent it is currently 
not economical to leave the 
harbour in their boats. � e 
Fishermen’s Mission aims to 
help by providing � nancial 
assistance, support and life 
saving during storms.’

His Scottish Kayak Tour 
marks a return to charity 

fundraising on the water 
for Jack, who two years ago 
paddled unsupported from 
London to Land's End in two 
weeks to raise £4,000 for the 
MS Society.

‘I was inspired to do the 
challenge by a colleague who 
su� ers from this condition, but 
back then I was a less experi-
enced kayaker with a slower 
kayak and was not sponsored, 
but it gained a large amount of 

Have kayak, will paddle – Jack is poised and ready for his 
Scottish adventure, if COVID-19 rules allow. 

attention and publicity for the 
MS Society.’

For his Scottish tour, 
28-year-old Jack explained: ‘I 
would aim to kayak about 50 
miles a day between dusk and 
dawn to capture the landscape 
in di� erent light and weather, 
sleeping in a tent.

‘I regularly take photos and 
even make videos at sea during 
kayak expeditions. I have a 
friend who is professional � lm 
maker who may be able to 
accompany me for � lming at 
certain stretches.’

He added: ‘� e Argyll coast 
is beautiful and remote in 
places, but also challenging as 

there are strong tides, potential 
storms and fast changes in 
weather.

‘I hope I will get to know it 
well when I pass by in August. 
I am very excited about it.’

Jack is casting his own net for 
company sponsorship, o� ering 
publicity for sponsors through 
his Instagram page and a pro-
fessional logo on his kayak for 
people to see as he makes his 
way around Scotland.

Looking further ahead, 
he hopes the challenge of 
kayaking in Scotland will 
stand him in good stead for a 
canoe voyage from London to 
Istanbul and southern Turkey 

over a few months. If you 
would like to sponsor Jack's 
Scottish Kayak Tour, email 
jackgatacre@googlemail.com.

To donate to Jack's fundrais-
ing total for � e Fishermen’s 
Mission, visit the Just Giving 
website and search ‘Jack’s 
Scottish Kayak Tour Late 
Summer 2020’.

Jack, right, with his 
friend Raf at the 
completion of the 
London to Land’s End 
trip in 2018.


